






EXPLORATIONS IN CENTRAL ASIA, 1906-8.* 

By Dr. M. AUREL STEIN. 

(From ' The Geographical Jot~rnnl' for July and Srptcmher, 1'300.) 
- -  

EVER since, in 1001, I had returned from my first journey into Chincse 
Turkestar~ happy recolleotions of cor~gerlial labour spent iu its mountaintl 
and deserts had made me long for a chance of fresh explorations. Thcre 
was reason to hope that tho ruins of sites long ago abandoned to the 
desert would yield ~lloro relics of that ancient civilization which, as the 
joint product of Indian, Chinese, and classical influences, had once 
flolxrisllod in the oasea fringing the Tarim Basin, and upon which it had 
boen my good fortunc to throw light 1)y my forlner excavations. But 
the scientific elnboration of tho  result^ then secured cost time and great 
efforts, having to be carried on largely by the,side of exacting official 
duties, and i t  was not until the summer of 1904 that I was able to  

* Reed nt the Royal Geographical Society, March 8, 1909. A map mill be issued 
in a later number of the Jowrnal. 
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~ u b m i t  to the Government of India detailed proposals about another 
journey which was to carry me back to my old archrsological hunting- 
grounds around the Taklamakan desert and thence much further 
east,wards, to Lop-nor and the Great Wall of Ch' ina. 

Owing to the kind interest shown by Lord Curzon, then Viceroy of 
India, and the help of devoted friends able to realize the close bearing 
of further explorations upon the antiquarian and historical interests of 
India, my scheme obtained already in  1905 the approval of the Indian 
Government. I t s  favourable decision was facilitated by the generous 
offer of the Trustees of the British Museum to contribute two-fifth61 of 
the estimated cost of the expedition, against a corresponding share in the 
prospective " archaeological proceeds," as official language styles them. 

From the very first I was resolved to use every possible oppor- 
tunity for geographical exploration. Even if all my personal tastes 
and instincts had not drawn me so forcibly towards this additional task, 
there would have been for i t  the fullest possible justification in the 
fact that nowhere probably in  Asia is the dependence of historical 
development on physical conditions so strikingly marked, and on the 
other hand the secular changes of these conditions so clearly traceable 
by arch~ological evidence. The Survey of India Department, now 
under the direction of Colonel F. B. Longe, R.E., was as willing as ever 
to assist me in  the execution of my geographical tasks, and agreed to 
clepute with me one of its trained native surveyors and to bear all costs 
arising from his employment. But quite as valuable for my geo- 
gral~hical work was the moral support which, in addition to the loan of 
a number of instruments, the Royal Geographical Society gave me. 
Those who like myself have to struggle hard for chances of serving 
their scientific aims in life, will understand and appreciate the 
encouragement which I derived from the Society's generous recognition 
of the results of my first Turkestan explorationa. Whether preparing 
for my second journey in the course of solitary official tours along the 
Indo-Afghan border, or when launched at  last upon the lonely desert 
plains and high ranges of Central Asia, I always felt the vivifying touch 
of the friendly interest and unfailing sympathy which the letters of 
your incomparable secretary, Dr. Keltie, conveyed to me. My gratitude 
for this help and advice will be lifelong. 

I had originally tried hard for l~ermission to start during the 
slllumor of 1905. But the freecloin from official rolltino work which I 
needed for the completion of my ]jetailed Report on the previous 
journey, itself an indispensal)le ~rel iminary to fresh work, collld not be 
aeciirod until the following ailtnmn and winter. So i t  was only in 

Albril, I no(;, that I could set out from Kashmir, whero by six monthu' 
irlcessant desk work, more fatiguing to me than any hard Inarching or 
digging, I hitcl managed to finish, and even to see through the press in 
distant Oxford, those two stout quarto volumes of Ancient Khotnn. 
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For my entry into Chinese Tnrkestan I had chosen this time a route 
singularly interesting for the student of early geography and ethno- 
graphy, but practically closed now to the European traveller. It was 

to take me froln the Peshawar district, on the Indian administrative 
border, through the independent tribal territory of Swat and ~ i r ,  into 
Chitral, and thence across the Baroghil to the Upper Oxus valley and 
the Afghan Pamirs. My lamented late chief, Sir Harold Deane, K.c.s.I., 
that truly great TVarden of the Marches, then Chief Commissioner of 
the North-West Frontier Province, had readily a<greed to my project. 
H,lI. the Amir of Afghanistan, too, had granted me permission to 
cross a portion of his territory not visited by any European since tho 
days of the Pamir Boundary Commission, with a l)romptness I had 
scarcely ventured to hope for. But the apprehensions entertained 
locally as to tlle l~ossibilit,y of safely crossing with baggage the difficult 
Lvwarai pass, then deeply buried under snow, still interposed a formidable 
barrier. The official correspondence on the subject grew quite iml>osing. 

But in the end a hint from His Excellency the present Viceroy, 
Lord Minto, who favoured me with an interview a t  Peshawar, and who 
subsequently followed my travels with the kindest interest, helped to 
clear the way for me, and on April 28, 1006, I was able to leave Fort 
Chakdarra, the scene of much hard fighting during the last great tribal 
rising. I n  the meantime I had been joined by my Indian assistants, 
Rai Ram Singh, the excellent native Surveyor who had accompanied 
me on my former journey, and by worthy Naik Ram Singh, a corporal 
of the First (Bengal) Sappers and Miners, who through effective 
special training provided by his regimental authorities had qualified 
to assist me in photographic work, making of plans, and similar tasks 
requiring a " handy man." With the Rai Sahib came Jasvant Singh, 
the wiry little Rajput, who had acted as his cook on my previous 
journey, and who in the meantime had enlarged his extensive practical 
experience of Central Asia by crossing Tibet on Major Ryder's expedi- 
tion. Never have I seen an Indian follower so reliable in character 
and so gentlemanly in manners, and how often have I regretted tha t  
his high caste precluded his giving to myself the benefit of his 
ministrations. Our small party besides included m y  faithful old 
Yarkandi caravan man, Muhammadju, who had braved the wintry 
passes in order to join me, and had narrowly escaped with his life early 
in the month, when an avalanche swept away and buried half a dozen 
of his fellow travellers on the Rurzil, and an Indian lZuhammadan, who 
was supposed to act as my cook, and about wllose qualities, professional 
and personal, the less said the better. Taking into account that our 
eqnipmont co~uprised a considera1,le quantity of scientifio instruments, 
several thousands of photographic glass plates, a raft floated by 
numerous goatskins which were to be utilized aleo for transport of 
water in the de~er t ,  and indispenseble stores of all kinds, likely to lest 
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for two and a half years, I had reason to feel satisfied at  fourteen mules 
sufficing for the whole baggage. 

hZy journey was to take me not to distant regions alone, but also far 
back in the ages. So i t  was doubly appropriate that its first stages 
should lead through trans-border valleys which twenty-two centuries 
ago had seen the columns of the conquering Macedonian pass by, and 
where now the possibility of fanatical outbreaks still obliges the European 
officer to move with tribal escort and armed. There were ruins of 
Buddhist times to be surveyed and interesting ethnographic observa- 
tions to be gathered already on the rapid marches which carried me up 
to Dir. But how could I stop for details if this paper is to give, be i t  
only in barest outline, a survey of travels so protracted? May 3 found 
us a t  the foot of the dreaded Lowarai pass (circ. 10,200 feet), and our 
crossing effected before daybreak through gorges deeply choked with 
the snows of avalanches, some quite recent, showed that the difficulties 
had scarcely been exaggerated. Over fifty stout tribesmen, started in 
several detaohments to lessen risks, were needed for the transport of 
our belongings. With this obstacle once safely taken, I could ra1)idly 
push up the deep-cut valley of the Chitral river to Fort Drosh, where 
the hospitality of the officers of the 39th Garhwal Rifles holding this 
northernmost outpost of British power in India made me readily forget 
that my eyes had seen no sleep practically for the last forty hours. 

A long double march next day by the river pest lofty slopes of rock 
and detritus, and with the huge icy inass of the Tirich-mir peak (about 
25,000 feet) in full view northward, carried me to the Chitral capital, a 
charming little oasis in this maze of barren steep mountains. During 
the few days of halt there the kind help of my friend, Captain Enollys, 
Assistant Political Agent for Chitral, enabled me to gather an ample 
anthro1)ometrical harvest. I n  its autochthon po1)ulation Chitral holds an 
im 1)ortant branch of that ' Dard ' race which by its antiquity and ethnio 
and linguistic aflinities may well claim the special interest of the 
historical stuclent and ethnogral)her. But the mountain fa~ltnesses of 
Chitral have again and again offered shelter also to  remnant^ of tribes 
unable to hold their own elsewhere, and thus i t  came that among the 
many exact nnthrol)ological mea~urenlent~ I was al)le to take with my 
assistants, those of Iranian-elleaking hill-men from across the Hindu-kush 
and of wild-looking imirligrants froin Icafiristan (Fig. I )  were also largoly 
rel'ro~ented. The ljhysical affinity lmtween thcse tril)en, all a1,l)roxirnat- 
ing the Homo All,in~rs tylm as seen more or less 1)urely in tho inhabit:rnts 
of the high valleys drained by the OXI~J,  scems marked, and this helps 
to throw light on more than one ~)roblern coilnected with the early 
ethnology of Central Asia and the Indian North-West. 

The  survival of much ancient lore in customs, traditions, crafts, and 
even in domestic architecture inakea Chitral and the adjacent valleys 
a fascinating field for the student of early Indian civilization. I t  
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was wit,h regret,, therefore, that I yielded to a variety of cogent praotioal 
reasons urging me onwards, to the Oxus and the " Roof of the World." 
But rapid as my marches up the Yarkhun river and through Mastuj 
had to l,e I was able, thanks to local information carefully collected 
before, to trace and survey an interesting series of early Buddhist rock 
carvings, sites of pre-Muhammadan forts, etc. I t  was curious to note 
how often local tradition connected the latter with dimly remembered 
periods of Chinese over-lordship-a significant fact in view of what the 
Chinese Annals t,ell us of the temporary extension of imperial power, 
under the T'ang dynasty right across the Pamirs and even to the south 
of the Hindu-kush. The accuracy of these records with regard to local 
topography was strikingly illustrated by the discovery that a large 
stretch of arable land now almost completely waste but showing amplo 
evidence of ancient cultivation in the shape of terraced fields, stone 
enclosures, etc., still bears the name of Shuyist, the Chinese reproduction 
of which is applied by the T'ang Annals to the chief place of the 
tersit,ory of Shang-mi or Mastuj in the eighth century A.D. It is true 
that this tract, far larger than any other actually cultivated area in 
Mastuj, seems a t  present not exactly inviting, its elevation, circ. 
10,500 feet above the sea, probably in combination with the recent 
advance of a huge glacier in the side valley opposite, making its 
clili~at~e distinctly cold. But whether or not this part of the Mastuj 
va,lley has been affected by iinportant olimatic changes during the last 
twelve hundred years, there remains the interesting fact that since the 
British pacification of the country the incipient pressure of population 
is now leading to tlie re-occupation of this as well as other but smaller 
areas, where cultivation had ceased for centuries. 

But it was on far more interesting ground that I was soon able to 
verify the accuracy of those Chinese annalists who are our chief guides 
in the early history and geography of Central Asia. Reasons which 
cannot be set forth here in detail had years before led me to assume 
that the route by which, in 749 A.D., a Chinese army coming from 
Icashgar and across the Pamirs had successfully invaded the territories 
of Yasin and Gilgit, then held by the Tibetans, led over the Baroghil 
and Darkot passes. I was naturally very anxious to trace on the actual 
ground the route of this remarkable exploit, the only recorded instance 
of an organized force of relatively large size, having surmounted the 
formidable netlira1 barriers which the Pamirs and Hindu-kush present 
to military action. The ascent of the Darkot pass, circ. 15,400 feet 
above the sea, undertaken with this objeot on May 17, proved a very 
trying affair; for the miles of magnificent glacier over which the asoent 
led from the north were still covered by deep masses of snow, and only 
after nine hours of toil in soft snow hiding much-crevassed ice did we 
reech t,he top of the pass. Even my hardy Mastuji and Wakhi guides 
had bold i t  to be inaccessible a t  this early ~eason. The obeervation~ 
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gathered there, and subsequently on the marshes across the Baroghil 
to the Oxus, fully bore out the exactness of the topographical indications 
furnished by the official aocount of Kao-hsien-chih's expedition. As I 
stood on the glittering expanse of snow marking the top of the pass 
and looked down the precipitous slopes leading some 6000 feet below 
to the head of the Yasin valley, I felt sorry that there was no likelihood 
of a monument ever rising for the brave Corean general who had 
succeeded in  moving thousands of men across the inhospitable Pamirs 
and over such passes. 

On May 19 we crossed the Hindu-kush main range over its lowest 
depression, the Buroghil, circ. 12,400 feet above sea. Owing to the 
abnormally heavy snowfall of that year, the masses of snow covering 
this otherwise easy saddle were so great, and their condition so bad, 
that  but for the timely assistanoe sent from the Afghan side, it would 
have been quite impossible to get our loads across. I t  was delightful 
for me to reach once more the headwaters of the Oxus, and to feel 
that I had got again a step nearer to the fascinating regions lower down 
its course, upon which my eyes had been fixed since my early youth. 
Access to them was still barred for me, as it has been since many years 
for all Europeans. But for my progress eastwards to the Chinese border 
on tbe Pamirs every help which the scanty resources of barren upper 
Wakhan would permit of had been provided for under H.M. the 
Amir's orders. 

At Sarhad, the highest village on the Oxus, and a place of ancient 
occupation, the kindest reception awaited me. Colonel Shirin-dil Khan, 
commanding the Afghan frontier garrisons from Badakhshan upwards, 
had been sent up weeks before with an imposing escort. The preRence 
of this delightful old warrior, who had fought through all the troubled 
times preceding and immediately following Amir Abdurrahman's 
accession, would alone have been an inducement to tarry by the Oxus ; 
for I found him not only full of interesting info]-mation about ancient 
remains in Badekhshan and old Ractra-goals still, alas ! inaccessible to 
me-but himself also, as i t  were, a fascinating historical record. Was 
it not like being shifted back many centuries, to find myself listening to 
this amiable and gentlemanly old soldier, who in his younger days had 
helped to build U ~ J  pyramids of rebel heads just to establish order in 
the time-honoured fashion of Central Asia? But regard for the hard- 
 hips already too long untlcrgone by my military hosts-an'd touching 
applioations of the peaceful Wakhi villagers, upon wbom they were 
largely subsisting-urged me onwards, yet not before I had surveyed 
interesting ruins of fortifications intended to guard the route leading 
from the Baroghil, and probably of early Chineue origin. 

Our marches up the Oxus were exceptionally trying, owing to the 
fact that the winter route in the Oxus bed was already closed by the 
flooded river, while impracticable masses of snow still covered 
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the high summer track. It was wonderful to watch the agility 
with which our Badakhshi ponies scrambled up and down precipitous 
rock slopes; but I confess the pleasure would have been greater 
without having to take one's share in these acrobatic performances. 
Again and again only the incessant watchfulness of our Afghan escort 
saved the baggage from bounding down into the river. A bitterly 
cold day spent a t  the Kirghiz camp of Bozai-Gumbaz enabled me to  
visit the Little Pamir lake and observe the geographically curious 
bifurcation by which one of its feeders, coming from the Chilay Jilga, 
discharges its waters partly towards the Murghab draining the lake 
and partly into the Ab-i-Panja. It was the ~~plmrmost course of the 
latter which brought us on May 27 to the foot of the Wakhjir pass (circ. 
16,200 feet) and the glaciers where Lord Curzon has placed, I think 
rightly, the true source of the Oxus, Of the long day of toil which saw 
us crossing the pass, and with i t  the Afghan-Chinese border, I cannot 
attempt a description here. We started by 3 a.m., after a hearty 
farewell to the kindly Afghan colonel, who remained camped a t  the 
foot to make sure that our Wakbi transport would not desert halfway. 
Enormous masses of snow still covered the Wakhjir, and in spite of a 
minimum temperature of 25 degrees of frost in the morning, their 
surface grew soon so soft that the powerful Icirghiz yaks had to be 
abandoned. Fear alone of our Afghan protectors induced the Wakhit~ 
and Kirghiz to persevere in the efforts of carrying our bag; 0 acre , across. 
But i t  was not until midnight that I found rest a t  the first point on 
the Chinese side, where fuel and a dry spot to lie down on were available. 

Moving down the Taghdnmbash Pamir, I found myself once more 
on the ancient route which Hsiian-teang, the great Chinese pilgrim, had 
followed when returning about 642 A.D. from his long travels in India. 
I had traced his foot,prints before to so many sacred Buddhist sites, and 
was now setting out to follow them up so much further to the east, that 
I felt special gratification at  being definitely able to identify here the 
ruined rock fastness where a curious local legend related by the pilgrim 
supposed an imperial princess from China to have been imprisoned in 
ancient clays. The fortifications which I traced on the top of the almost 
completely isolated rock spur of Kiz-kurghnn, l1 the princess's tower," 
rising with precipitous crags fully 500 feet above a gloomy defile of the 
Taghdumbash river, must have been long in ruins already iu Hsuan- 
tseng's clays. Yet such is the dryness of the climate in t,hese high 
valleys that the walls tlefending the only possible approach to this 
ancient place of refuge could still be clearly traced in spite of the 
nlaterial being mere sun-dried hricks with regular layers of juniper 
twigs cmlmddod between their courses. 

A t  Tash-kurghrtn, wherc I revisited the uite of the old capital of 
Sarikol AA described by Hsiian-tsang, I divided our ~barty. Rei 1iam 
Singh was to carry on survey work in tho eastern portion of the 
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AI~aztagh-ata range, ~upplementary .to our labours of 1900, while I 
myself moved on to Kashgar by the direct route across the high 

Chichiklik Dawan and a succession of minor passes. Rapid as my 
marches had to be-I covered the distance of close on 180 miles in six 
clays in spite of serious difficulties on account of melting snows and 
flooded streams-I was able to ascertain by unmistakable topographical 
cvitlence that the route was the same which my Chinese guide and 
patron-saint, Hsiian-tsang, had followed more than twelve centuries ago. 

At Kashgnr, which I reached on the night of June 8, after a 60 
miles' ride fittingly closing with a tluststorm, my old friend, Mr. G. 
Mncartney, c.I.E., then the political representative of the Indian Govern- 
ment and now H.M.'s Consul, offered me the kindest welcome. The 
fortnight I passed under his hospitable roof was pleasant indeetl, yet 
s time of much hard work. A host of practical tasks connected with 
the organization of my caravan, the purchase of transport animals, etc., 
kel't ine bnsy from morning till evening, not to mention the late hours 
of night spent over voluminous hatches of proof-sheets which had 
followed me all the way from Oxford. Mr. Macartney's kind offices, 
supported by his personal influence and to some extent also by a recol- 
lection of my previous arch~ological labours about Khotan, were of 
great help in securing the good will of the provincial Chinese Government 
for m y  fresh explorations. 

But it was a service of quite as great importance, and one which I 
shall always remember most gratefully, when he recommended to me a 
qualified Chinese secretary in the person of Chiang-sail-gieh. For the 
tasks before me the help of a Chinese scholar had appeared from the 
firat indispensable. Having always had to carry on my scholarly 
labours amidst struggles for leisure, I had never had a chance of adding 
to my philological equipment by a serious study of Chinese, however 
mvch I realized its importance. It was a piece of real good fortune 
which gave me in Chiang-ssii-yieh not merely an excellent teacher and 
secretary, but a devoted helpmate ever ready to face hardships for the 
sake of my scientific interests. Chiang's exceedingly slight knowledge 
of Turki c o ~ ~ n t e d  for little in the lessons I used to take in the saddle 
while doing long desert marches, or else in camp whenever i t  was pitched 
early enough in the evening. But once 1 had mastered the rudiments 
of conversational practice in Chinese, his ever-cheerful companionship 
was a great resource during long months of lonely travel and exertion. 
With the true historical sense innate in every educated Chinese, he took 
t,o archwological work like a young duck to tho water, and whether the 
remains to be explored were Chinese or foreign in origin, he watched 
and recorded everything with the same unfailing care and thoroughness. 
Slight and yet wiry of body, he bore the privations and discomforts of 

desert life with a cheerful indifference quite surprising in a l i t e rnf~ le  
~ccnstomed durinb all his life to work near the fleshpots of the Yamcns, 
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And with all his interest in remains dead and buried, the faithful 
of my labours had a keen eye for things and people of this 

world and an inexhaustible stock of humorous obeervations. HOW 

often have I longed since we parted for my ever alert and devoted 
Chinese comrade ! 

When on June 23 I started from Icashgar refreshed by the'busy 
days spent under friendly shelter, Khotan was my goal. But owing to 
the great summer heat of the plains the work of exploring ancient sites 
in the desert, which I wished to begin from there, could not be thought 
of until September. So I was free in the mean time to turn my attention 
to geographical and other tasks During a few days' halt a t  Yarkand 
needed for the completion of my caravan, in men as well as animals, I 
was joined by Rai Ram Singh, who had in the mean time carried a 
systematic survey by theodolite &nd plane-table along the eastern 
slopes of the Muztagh-ata range. I n  the course of it he had penetrated 
through a difficult and previously unexplored portion of the Tash- 
knrghan river gorge. 

We then turned eastwards, and made our way through hitherto 
unsurveyed ground along the right bank of the Tiznaf river to the 
outer Kun-lun bills about Hok-yar. There, with my tent sheltered 
in a shady garden of the small oasis, with the barren mountains around 
assuring relative coolness, and yet near enough to the desert to receive 
almost daily a steady rain of fine dust oarried up by the winds from the 
dunes and deposited here to form fresh loess, I worked hard for a 
fortnight. Besides finishing off the last literary tasks which bound me 
to Europe, I found my hands fully occupied with collecting anthropo- 
logical measurements and data about the little-known people of Pakhpo. 
It was no easy matter to get hold of these interesting hill nomads. At 
first they fought t e i~ ib ly  shy of leaving their high valleys, just rts if real 
live heads were to have been taken instead of mere measurements and 
photographs with perfectly harmless instruments. But the trouble was 
aml'ly repaid by the evidence that this small tribe in its alpine isolation 
had preserved romarkably well the main pllysical features of that raco, 
represellted by the present Galchas of the Pamir region and probal)ly 
liko these of lranian speech, which in ancient times appears to have 
extended right through to Khotan and even further east. 

1 t is impossible to spare space here for details concerning the little- 
known route leading through the barren outer hills by which I made 
my way to Khotan by the close of Jnly. Nor can I do more than just 
mention tho romarkable exploit of Ntli Ram Singh, whom I had 
tlespatched two weeks earlier for a survey of the snowy range towards 
the Rara-kauh river. After roaching the lattor under great difficulties, 
he ~nccessfully pnshed over the Hindu-tash pass (circ. 17,400 feet), 
closed sinoe many years by the advance of a great glacier. He thus 
gained access to the last bit of terra incognita in the diffioult mountain 
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region between the middle courses of the two great Khotan the 
Yurung-Lash and Kara-Lash, and after crossing a series of deep-cut 
side valleys of the latter under serious risks from floods rejoined me a t  
Iihotan. Glad as I had been myself to return after over five yearsp 
absence to my old haunts in this flourishing great oasis, I could spare 
but a few days for putting myself into touch with the local Chinese 
authorities, and setting on foot through Turki friends inquiries likely to 
guide me in my subsequent archaeological search. There remained just 
four weeks for the task I had in view of supplementing our surveys 
of 1900 in the high Hun-lun range south of Khotan by ampler topo- 
graphical details about the great glaciers which feed the headwaters of 
the Yurung-kash. Pushing up rapidly by the route over the Ulughat- 
Dawan ancl Brinjak pass discovered in 1900, we reached the Nissa valley 
after the middle of August, and were soon busily engaged mapping the 
huge ice-streams which descend towards its head both from the main 
Kun-lun watershed, and great side spurs thrown out by it northward. 

The effects of far-advanced disintegration of rocks, due evidently 
to extremes of temperatures, were everywhere most striking. The 
precipitous ridges we had to climb for the sake of survey stations 
were composed on their crests of nothing but enormous rock fragments 
heaped up as by the hands of Titans, and quite bare of detritus from 
circ. 14,000 feet upwards (Fig. 2). Enormous masses of rock dkbris sent 
down from these ridges almost smothered the ice-streams below, and made 
their surface look for miles like that of huge dark torrents suddenly 
petrified in their wild course. Big ice falls and gaping crevasses 
showed indeed that these accu~nulations of dkbris were being steadily 
carried onwards by the irresistible force of the glacier beneath. But 
even there the exposed ice surface looked almost black, and when on 
the Otrughul glacier I had under serious difficulties clambered up for 
some 5 miles from the snout to an elevation of circ. 16,000 feet, the 
reaches of clear ice and snow descending in sharp curves from the 
highest buttresses of a peak over 23,000 feet high seemed still as far 
away as ever (Fig. 3). 

The rate at  which these glaciers discharge a t  their foot the pro- 
ducts of such exceptionally rapid decomposition as appears to proceed 
along the high slopos of this part of the Kun-lun where permanent 
snow does not protect them, was brought home to me by the almost 
constant rumble of bouldors sliding down the ice wall a t  the snouts 
whenever the sun shone through long enough to loosen the grip of 
the ~urfaoe ice. Old moraines of huge eizo could be traced clearly a t  
the head of the Nissa valley down for over 3 miles below the present 
foot of the Kashkill glacier, a t  circ. 13,300 feet elevation. Thick layers 
of loess deposited since ages by heavy clouds of dllst euch as we saw 
again and again swept up by the north wind from the great desert 
plains north had charitably covered up these ancient terminal moraines. 
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On them alone, a t  an elevation between 12,500 and 13,000 feet, where 
moisture seems to be less deficient than elsewhere in these forbidding 
mountains, could I refresh my eyes by the sight of real green grass and 
a few alpine flowers. The barrenness of the valleys below, even a t  the 
relatively high elevation of 8000 to 11,000 feet, was great, and the 
bleak steep slopes of rock or detritus told plainly the story of rapidly 
progressing erosion. 

The melting of the glacier ice was still proceeding a t  a great rate, 
and the flooded condition of the streams was a greet source of trouble 
and risk in the deep-cut gorges. I shall not easily forget our experience 
in crossing the Eash river near I<aranghu-tagh, the only ~ e r m a n e n t l ~  
inhabited place of this desolate mountain region. The river was utterly 
unfordable for laden animals, and the only soi-disnnt bridge spanning its 
tossing waters a t  a point were they debouch from a rock defile narrowing 
to circ. 70 feet was equally impractioable for load-carrying men. The 
three rudely joined timber pieces composing it had parted company 
years before, and one rickety beam alone offered foothold. In  trying 
our raft of inflated skins for effecting the passage, the half-inch twisted 
wire rope, from which the raft hung by a travelling pulley, snapped 
under the great strain of the current. Luckily the men on shore holding 
the guiding ropes clung to them for life, though nearly dragged off the 
rocky banks, and Musa, my young Yarkandi pony-man, who was on the 
raft with the waves breaking over him, was saved after anxious minutes. 
The loads, including my lively little fox terrier "Dash," the devoted 
comracle of my whole journey, were in the end safely slung across by the 
repaired wire rope, while we humans cautiously transferred ourselves 
over the rickety beam still in position. 

But the difficulties we had to face were not entirely those of nature. 
For our supplies, transport, and guides we had to depend on the small 
settlement of semi-nomadic hillmen and select malefactors exiled from 
Khotan, who, counting probably less than two hundred souls, form the 
only population in this desolate mountain region. Their dread of par- 
ticipating in our glacier expeditions was genuine, and greater still their 
fear that they might be made to reveal to us the difficult route across 
the main Hun-lun range, by which com~~~unication with Ladak was 
maintained for a few years during the short-lived rule of the rebel 
Habibullah (1863-RG), and which has long ago become completely closed 
and forgotten. So all means of obstruction were tried in succession by 
these wily hillmen, cl~lminating a t  last, after miserable days spent under 
driving rain and snow right under the big glaciers of the Busat valley, 
in attempts a t  open 1.esistance to Islam Beg, my faithful old Darogha, 
who accompanied us under the authority of the Amban of Khotan. 

Fortunately, by tho time when the evident exhaustion of the few 
avrrilablo Yaks and the growing exasporation of the Taghliks made it 
advisable to make our way down to the high but leas-confined valley of 
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Pishn, we had succeeded in clearing up many interesting details of 
orography in the rugged, ice-covered main range rising south of the 
I'nrung-kash, and in establishing beyond doubt that that long-forgotten 
route led up the Chomslia valley. I t  had become equally certain that 
any advance through that very confined valley to its glacier-crowned 
head was quite impracticable during the summer months or early 
antumn. I also convinced myself that my long-planned attempt to 
reach the uppermost sources of the Yurung-kash itself would have to 
be made from the east. 

By September 9,1906, I had returned to Khotan, where preparations 
for my archzological campaign and the examination of nliscellaneous 
antiques brought in by treasure-seekera detained me for some days. 
Hard a t  work as I was, I could not help attending a great feast which 
Chien-Ta-j6n, the obliging prefect, wrts giving in my honour to the 
assembled dignitaries of the distiict. I n  spite of the time it cost to get 
through some thirty strange courses, I appreciated the attention the 
kindly mandarin desired thus to pay in acknowledgment of the labours 
I had devoted for years past to the elucidation of the history and 
geography of Khotan. Then I set out for the desert adjoining the 
oasis north-eastward, where I succeeded in tracing much-eroded but 
still clearly recognizable remains proving ancient occupation well 
beyond the great Rawak Stupa. I found the court of the latter even 
more deeply buried under dunes than when I carried on here excava- 
tions in 1!)01, and, alas I the fine stucco relievos then brought to light 
completely destroyed by treasure-seekers in spite of careful reburial. 

But when I subseqilently surveyed the extensive d6bris-strewn areas 
known as Tatis fringing the north edge of the tract of Hanguya, where 
potsherds, fragments of bricks, slag, and other hard material cover 
square miles of ground once thickly occupied, but since l o ~ g  centuries 
abandoned to the desert, I had the satisfaction of recovering by excava- 
tion a mass of interesting small rolievos in herd stucco which had once 
decorated the walls of a large I3uddhist temple dating probably from the 
fifth to the sixth centnry A.n. I n  their style unmistakably derived from 
models of Gr~co-Buddhint art, these relievo fragments closely resembled 
the Rawak sculptnres. Curiously enough, of the temple itself and the 
larger sculptures once adorning it, but the scantiest remains had 

in the ground. The probable explanation is that the site had 
continued to be oocupied for some time after the temple had beoome a 
ruin, evidently through fire, and that only euch smaller stuccoes as had 
hecome hardened by the latter into a likeness of terra-cotta could 
survive in soil constantly kept moist through irrigation. 

The finds possessed special interest as proving that even sites so 
much exposed to wind-erosion and havoc wrought by human agenoy as 
Tatis' generally are, may preserve antiquarian relics of interest in 

lower strata which neither the slowly scrooping force of driven sand 
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nor the burrowings of treasure-seekers, etc., from the still inhabited area 
close by had reached. Another important feature was the 
of riohly gilt pieces. This furnished striking confirmation of the 

hypothetical explanation I had given years before of the origin of the 
leaf gold washed from the culture strata of the old Khotan capital a t  
Yotkan. I may notice in passing that just as elsewhere along the 
edges of the Khotan oasis cultivation in the fertile Hanguya tract is 
now steadily advancing in the direction of the areas previously aban- 
doned to the desert. The present favourable economic conditions and 
the consequent increase in the population seem the chief cause for this 
extension of the cultivated area which struck me again and again on 
revisiting portions of the oasis surveyed six years before, and which 
may yet, given a continuance of those factors, lead to the recovery of a 
considerable portion of that desolate Tati overrun by dtnes and else- 
where undergoing wind-erosion. But i t  appears to me equally certain 
that the water-supply a t  present available in the Yurung-kash could 
under no system whatever be made to suffice for the irrigation of the 
zohole of the large tracts now abandoned to the desert, and for this broad 
fact desiccation alone supplies an adequate explanation. 

From the Hanguya Tati I passed on to a group of small ruined 
sites exhibiting in a typical form the destruction to which ancient 
remains are exposed in the belt of sandy jungle often intervening 
between the still cultivated areas and the open desert of drift-sand. 
I n  1901 I had passed some completely eroded dwellings, forming the 
northernmost of those sites, in a maze of tamarisk-covered sand-cones 
not far from the village tract of Domoko, on the route from Khotan 
to Keriya. But information about the rest had becoino available 
only since an enterprising villager, stimulated by my old desert guide, 
Ahmad " the  Hunter," had begun to prospect t.here a few years later 
for "old papers " to sell in the antique market of Khotan. The site 
of Khadalik, from which the old man had extraoted some manuscript 
remains of interest, and to which the lwomise of a good reward now 
induced him to take me, seemed disa1)pointing a t  first sight; for its 
principal ruin, which soon proved to be that of a large Buddhist 
temple, presented itself merely as an extensive low de'bris heap covered 
with sand. But scarcely had we begun systematic clearing of it when 
pieces of paper luanuscripts began to crop out in numbers. 

I t  soon became evident that the destructive operations of those who 
in early days had quarried the ruined temple for timber, and the more 
recent burrowings by " treasure-seekers " like my guide Mullah Iihoja, 
bad failed to disturb tlie votive offerings of tho last worshippers, which, 
being mainly depo~ited on the floor, had long before 1)assed under a 
safe covering of sand. So we were able to reoover here, in spite of the 
ahnost complete disappearance of the superstructure, a large number 
of manuscript leavee in Banskrit, Chinese, and the unknown " language 
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of Rhotan, besides many wooden tablets inscribed in the same language, 
and some i'n Tibetan. Most of them probably contain Buddhist texts, 
like some excellently preserved large rolls, which on one side present 
the Chinese version of a well-known Buddhist work, with what 
evidently is its translation into the uunknown" language on the 
other. The clue thus offered for the decipherment of the latter may 
yet prove of great value. Plentiful remains of stucco relievos and fresco 
pieces once adorning the temple walls, together with painted panels, 
had also found a safe refuge in the sand covering the floor. Their 
style pointed clearly to the same period as that ascertained for the 
Buddhist shrines I had excavated six years before a t  the site of 
Dandan-Oilik in the desert northward, i.e. the latter half of the eighth 
century A.D. It was gratifying when the subsequent discovery in a 
second shrine close by of stringed rolls of Chinese copper pieces, no 
doubt deposited by some of the last worshippers, supplied definite 
numismatic confirmation of this dating. 

We worked hard here with a large number of diggers, and in ~ p i t e  
of heat and smothering dust practically without interruption from 
daybreak until nightfall. Yet i t  took us fully ten days to clear these 
temples together with some smaller adjoining shrines and dwellings. 
I was eager to move on to the east towards sites further away in the 
desert, and hence likely to have been abandoned far earlier. Yet I was 
doubly glad in the end to have spared the time and labour for Khadalik 
a t  the outset ; for when I returned to this tract nearly eighteen months 
later I found that the area containing the ruins had just been brought 
under irrigation from the stream which passes within three miles of it. 

I cannot do more than allude here to a ~ rob lem of geographical 
interest presented by Khadalik and another small site, Mazar-toghrak, 
near the opposite (southern) edge of the Domoko oasis, where I subse- 
quently excavated a considerable number of records on wood both in 
Chinese and the Erahmi ~ c r i p t  of old Ehotan, indicating, as a t  Khadalik, 
abandonment about the end of the eighth century A.D. Now i t  is note- 
worthy that the Hame period must have seen the desertion of the large 
ruined settlement of Dandan-Oilik, which I explored in 1900, and 
which, as duly recognized also by my friend Mr. E. Huntington, who 
has carefully atudied since the physiography of this whole region, must 
have received its water from the same drainage system. Danclan-Oilik 
is situated fully 56 miles further north in the desert, and if shrinkage 
of the water-supply neecled for irrigation were to be considered as the 
only possible cause of abandonment of these zlites, the chronological 
coincidence in the caso of localities clependent on the same streams 
and yet 80 widely separatecl woulcl certainly he ciirious. 

I cannot stop to describe the interesting instances of successful 
fight with the desert whioh I noticed in certain recently opened 
oolonies on my way to Keriya, the chief oasis of an administrative 
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district mainly desert, which extends nearly five degrees of longitude 
eastwards to beyond Charchau. I t  is a fit region for producing "flhips 
of the desert," and the seven big camels which I purchased a t  KeriJ'a 
after a great deal of sifting and testing, proved the mainstay of mY 
transport thereafter. They, together with four baggage ponies, sufficed 
amply for equipment and stores of our large party. But, of Course, 
when i t  came to the carrying of antiques, water-supply for the desert, 
or the impedimenta of large bands of labourers, I had to supplement 
our train as as I could by hired animals. On arch=ological 
expeditions into the desert, auch as I had to conduct, the Cares and 
difficulties about transport and supplies" are apt to become truly 
forbidding, and often used I to think wistfully of the relative ease 
with which 1 might have effected my desert wanderings if 1 could but 
have restricted myself to purely geographical exploration and a few 
hardy followers. But my brave own camels from Keriya never caused 
me worry. They held out splendidly against all privations and 
hardships, and were, after nearly two years' travel, so fit and fine- 
looking that when I had at  last to dispose of them before my departure 
for India, they realized over 50 per cent. profit-of course, for the 
Government of India. (How I wished to be with them again instead 
of being a frequenter of bustling trains !) 

A t  Niya, the last small oasis eastwards, which I reached on October 
14, I had to prepare rapidly for fresh exploration at  the ancient site 
in the desert northwards, where, on my first visit in 1901, I had made 
important discoveries among ruins deserted already in the third century 
A.D. I t  was encouraging to learn from my old " treasure-seeking" guide 
Ibrahim that the further search I had enjoined him to make for anoient 
dwellings hidden away amidst the dunes had been fruitful, and equally 
pleasing to see how readily my old Niya diggers rejoined me. I was 
resolved this time to take out as many labourers as I could possibly 
keep supplied with water. So i t  was encouraging that, what with the 
example set by my " old guard " and the influence still possessed here 
by Ibrahim Reg, my energetic old Darogha, whom luckily, as i t  proved, 
a little local conspiraoy had turned out of his Beg's office just in tilne to 
make him available for me, a column of fifty men, with additional wmels 
and supplies for four weeks, could be raised within a single day's halt. 

Three lal)id marches lay through the luxuriant jungle belt which 
lines the dying course of tho Niyn river northward, and were 
deliglltflll to the eye ttho glowing ailtiimn tints of wild poplars 
and reed beds. I'ictiiresqile parties of pilgrims returning from the 
lonely flhrins of Tmain Jafar Sadik added a toll& of human interest to 
tho silent sylvan eccnery. A t  the su1)posed resting-place of that great 
holy warrior, with it8 (lnnint collections of rags, yalt-tails, 
votive offerings, we loft bohiitd the last abode of the living, and also the 
Present end of the river. TWO days later 1 had the satisfaction of 
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camping once more amidst the bare dunes close to the centre of that 
long-stretched, sand-buried settlement to which a special fascination had 
made my thoughts turn so often ~ i n c e  those happy days of labour in the 
winter of 1901. The bitter cold then experienced was now absent; but 
when, in the twilight of that first evening, I strolled across the high 
sands to a ruin sighted then but reluctantly " left over " for unavoid- 
able reasons, and lighted upon a fine carved cantilever since laid bare by 
the slight shift of a dune, I felt almost as if I had never been away, and 
yet full of gratitude to the kindly Fate which had allowed me to return. 

Already that day's route, slightly diverging from that  followed on 
my first discovery of the site, had taken me past a series of ruined 
dwellings, rows of gaunt trunks of dead fruit trees, and other signs of 
ancient occupation which had not been seen by me on my previous 
visit. A little experimental scraping had even revealed in the corner 
of a muoh-eroded modest dwelling some wooden tablets inscribed in that 
ancient Indian Kharoshthi script and of the curious type with which 
my previous excavations had rendered me so familiar. The encouraging 
promise thus held out to us soon proved true when, after tramping next 
morning some 4 miles over absolutely bare dunes, I started our fresh 
diggings st the northernmost of the ruined dwellings which Ibrahim 
had discovered scattered in a line some 2 miles to the west of the area 
explored in 1901. High dunes had then kept from our view these 
structures, evidently marking what must have been the extreme north- 
western extension of the canal once fed from the Niya river. 

The ruin we first cleared was a relatively small dwelling, covered 
only by 3 to 4 feet of sand, and just of the right type to offer an 
instructive lesson to my native assistants and the men. I t  occupied 
a narrow tongue of what owing to the depression 1)roduced around 
by wind erosion looked like high ground, extending in continuation 
of the line of a small irrigation canal still marked by fallen rows of 
dead poplars. As soon as the floor was being reached in  the western 
em1 rvom Eharoshthi clocumentn on wood began to crop out in numbers. 
lifter the firet discovery of a " takhta " (tablet) had been duly rewarded 
with some Chirlese silver, I had the satisfaction of seeing specitllen 
after speci~nen of this ancient record and correspontlonce in Indian 
language and script umerge fro111 where the last dwe1le1-, probably 
R petty oflicial, ahout the middle of tho third century A.I,., had loft 
behind his " wasto Itectangular tablcts, of the ofIicial typo, 
with closely fitting woodcu covers scrving as euvelol~es ; double wedge- 
shaped tablets as used for semi-otlicial correspondence; oblong boards 
and lal,els of wood ser, ing for records and accounts of all kinds, were 
all representecl ainoug tho fincls of this first ruin (Fig. 4). It added to 
my ptif icat ion to soo that a number of the rectangular and wetlge- 
shaped letter tablets still retained intact their original string fasteningcc, 
and a few even their olay seal impressions. IIow chocring it was to 
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discover on them representations of Heracles and Eros left by the 
illlpaCt of intaglios ! Just as familiar were to me the household 
implements which this ruin yielded. Remains of a wooden chair 
deoorated with carvings of Graeco-Buddhist style, weaving instruments, 
a boot last, a large eating tray, mouse-trap, etc.. were all objects I 
could with my former experience recognize a t  the first glance just as the 
various eml,loyed in building the timber and plaster walls. 

Our next task was the clearing of the remains of a far larger 
structure close to my oamp. Here the walls and any objects which 
may have been left between them proved completely eroded, though the 
massive posts, bleached and splintered, still rose high, marking the 
position of the timber framework. But when I examined the ground 
underneath what appeared to have been an outhouse or stables, I 
realized quickly that it wae made up of layers of a huge refuse heap. 
Of course, previous experience sup1)lied sufficient reason for digging into 
this unsavoury quarry, though the pungent smells which its contents 
emitted, even after seventeen centuries of burial, were doubly trying 
in the fresh eastern breeze driving fine dust, dead microbes and all, into 
one's eyes, throat, and nose. Our perseverance in cutting through layer 
upon layer of stable refuse was rewarded at  last by striking, on a level 
fully $ feet below the surface, a small wooden enclosure which had 
probably served as a duetbin for some earlier habitation. There were 
curious sweepings of all ports-rags of manifold fabrios i n  silk, cotton, 
felt ; seals of bronze ancl bone ; embroidered leather, wooden pens, frag- 
mente of lacquer-ware, broken implements in wood, etc. But more 
gratifying still was a find of over a dozen small tablets insoribecl with 
Chinese characters of exquisite penmanship, apparently forwarding 
notes of various consignments. The localities mentioned are of con- 
siderable geographical ant1 historical interest, as throwing light upon 
tho connection maintained 1)y this settlement or its Chinese garrison 
with distant parts on the route into China proper. Quite a t  the bottom 
of the enclosilre we found a small heap of corn, still in sheaves and in 
perfect preeervation, and close to it the mummi6etl bodies of two mice. 

I cannot attempt to give details of the busy (lags spent in searching 
the chain of dwellings stretching so~lthward. Some had suffered badly 
from erosion ; others had been better protected, and the olearing of the 
high sand which filled their rooms cost great efforts (Fig. 5). But the 
men, encouraged 1)y small rewards for the first finds of antiquarian value, 
yielded their '' ILetmans " with surprising perseverance, in spite of tho 
discomfort i~uplied by strictly limited water rations, and Ibrahim Beg's 
rough-humoured oxhortations sul%ceii to keep them hard a t  work for 
ten to eloveil hours daily. Kharoshthi records on wood, whether letters, 
accounts, drafts, or momos, tilrneti np in alrnoet every one of these dwell- 
ings, 1)e~ides arohitectural wood carvings, hoilsehold objects, and imple- 
ments illuetrative uf everyday life and the prevailing industries. 'l'hougb 
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nothing of intrinsic value had been left behind by the last dwellers of this 
modest Yompeii, there was sufficient evidence of the case in which they 
had lived in  the large number of individual rooms provided with fire- 
places, comfortable sitting platforms, etc. Remains of fenced gardens and 
of avenues of poplars or fruit trees could be traced almost invariably near 
these houbes. Where dunes had afforded protection, the gaunt, bleached 
trunks in these orchards, chiefly mulberry trees, still rose as high as 
10 to 13 feet. 

With so much of these ancient ho~neeteads in almost perfect preser- 
vation, and being constantly reminded of identical arrangements in 
modern Turkestan houses, I often caught myself wanting, as it were, 
in  antiquarian respect for these relics of a past buried since nearly 
seventeen centurieu. But what a t  first fascinated me most was the 
absolute barrenness and the wide vistas of the desert around me. The 
ruins a t  this end of the site lie beyond the zone of living talnarisk 
scrub. Like the open sea, the expanse of yellow dunes lay before me, 
with nothing to break their wavy monotony but the bleached trunks 
of trees or rows of splintered posts marking houses which rose here and 
there above the sandy crests. They often curiously suggested the 
picture of a wreck reduced to the mere ribs of its timber. There was 
the fresh breeze, too, ancl the great silence of the ocean. 

For the first few days I found i t  difficult to limit my thoughts to the 
multifarious archsological tasks which claimed me, and not to listen 
irlwarilly to the Sirenn' call from the desert northward. A variety of 
nlstter-of-fact observations d ~ d  not allow me to indulge in dreams of 
b 6  buried cities " far away in that direction. Yet I longed to leave behind 
all inzpedimentn and scllolarly cares for a long plunge into the sand 
ocearl. So i t  watl yerhaye just ae well for my ample antiquarian tasks in 
hand and before rile when Rai Ram Singh, whom I had despatched on a 
reconnoitring tour to the north and north-east as soon as we reached 
the site, returned after a several days' cruise with the assurance that 
he had failed tu trace any signs of ancient occupation beyond the lino 
c,f tho uorthern~uoet rulnv already explored by us. Curiously enough, 
thongh the i111nes were steadily rising, the surveyor had at  hin last 
camp found a group of living wild poplars, evidence perhalls of' tho 
nu\,soil drainage of the Nij a river colllil~g there nearer to tlie surfaco. 

1 must forego any a t t ~ ~ u p t  at cletalled description of the results here 
yielded I,y a fortnight ot exactiug but f'ruitful work. Yet a particularly 
rich haul of ancient documents may claim mention were it only on 
account of the characteristic conditions under which it was discovered. 
I was clearing a large residence in  a group of ruins on the extreme west 
of the site which hat1 on lily y1.evious visit been traced too late for 
complete exploration, and which I llad ever eince kept faithfully in petlo. 
Fine yiecea of architectural wood carving I~rought to light near a large 
oentrd hall aoon proved that the dwelling must have been that of a 
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well-to-do person, and finds of Kharoshthi records of respectable 
size, including a wooden tablet fully 3 feet long, in  what appeared to 
have heon an ante-room, suggested his having been an official of some 
consequence. 

The hope of finding more in hie office was soon justified when 
the first strokes of the Ketman laid bare regular files of docu- 
ments near the floor of a narrow room adjoining the central hall. 
Their number soon rose to over a hundred. Most of them were 
6 6  " a8 used for the conveyance of executive orders; others, on 
oblong tablets, accounts, lists and miscellaneous " office papers," to use 
an anachronism. Evidently we had hit upon office files thrown down 
here and excellently preserved, under the cover of 6 to Ci feet of sand. 
The scraping of the mud flooring for detached pieces was still pro- 
ceeding when a. strange discovery rewarded honest Rustam, the most 
experienced digger of my "old guard." Already during the first 
clearing I had noticed a large lump of clay or plaster near the wall 
where the packets of tablets lay closest. I had ordered it to be left 
undisturbed, though I thought little of its having come to that  place 
by more than accident. Rustam had just extracted between it and the 
wall a well-preserved double wedge tablet when I saw him eagerly 
burrow with his hands into the floor just as when my little terrior is 
a t  work opening rat-holes. Before I could put any quest.ions I saw 
Rustam triumphantly draw forth from circ. G inches below the floor a 
complete rectangular docuinent with its double clay seal intact and its 
envelope still unopened. When the hole was enlarged we saw that the 
space towards the wall and below the foundation beam of the latter was 
full of closely packed layers of similar documents. 

It was clear that we had struck a small hidden archive, and my joy 
a t  this novel ex1)erience was great; for apart from the interest of the 
documents themselves and their splendid preservation, the condition in 
which they wore found furnished very valuable indications. The fact 
that, with a few exceptions, all the rectailgular documents, of whioh 
fully three dozen were cleared in the end, had their elaborate string 
fastenillgs unopened and sealed down on the envelope, manifestly con- 
firmed the conjectural explanation I had arrived at  i n  the case of a few 
~ r e v i o u ~  finds of this kind, that these were agreements or bonds which 
had to be kept under their original fasteniug and seals in  order that in 

case of neecl their validity might be safely established. Character- 
istically enough, the only two open records proved letters addressed in 
due form to the " IIon'ble Cojhbo Sojaka, dear to gods and men," whose 
nalllo and title r had already before read on many of the official notes 

d11g up in the scattered  file^. The care which bad been taken to hide 
the del)osit and at  the Haloo time to mark its position-for that, no 
doubt, was the prlrpuso of the clay lump, as liuatam had quite rightly 
guessed-showed that the owner had been obliged to leave the place in 
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an emergenoy, but with a hope of returning. This may help to throw 
light yet on the conditions under which the settlement was deserted. 

Great care had to be taken in  the removal to save the clay sealings 
from any risk of damage. It was amply rewarded when I discovered 
on clearing them a t  night, in my tent, that almost all had remained 
as fresh as when first impressed, and that  most of them were from 
seals of classical workmanship representing Reracles with club and 
lion-slrin, Eros, Pallas Promaphos, helmeted busts, etc. It was strange 
how victoriously the ar t  of the Greek die-cutter had survived in this 
distant region, and strange, too, to know myself the de facto possessor 
of Sojaka's deeds probably referring to lands and other real property 
buried since long centuries under the silent dunes. Where was the law 
court which might help me to claim them ? 

As our work proceeded to the south of the site the surroundings 
grew, if anything, more sombre and almost lugubrions, in  spite of the 
appearance of still living scrub. The ruins had to be searched for amidst 
closely set sand-cones raising their heads covered with tangled masses 
of tamarisk, dead or living, to 40 or 50 feet. Ruins just emerging from 
the foot of sandhills with deeply eroded ground on the other side made 
up weird pictures of solitude. The dust haze raised by a cold north-east 
wind added an appropriately coloured atmosphere. It was almost with 
a feeling of relief that we emerged a t  last upon somewhat more open 
ground towards the southern end of the site. The ruined dwellings 
were small there ; but an inspection of the ground near by, as reproduced 
in a photographic panorama (Fig. 6), revealed features of interest. 

Only some 60 yards off the ruin which had yielded the first tablets, 
there stood a square of dead mulberry trees raising their trunks up to 
1 0  feet or more, which had once cast their shade over a tank still 
marked by a depression. The stream from which the canal once 
feeding i t  m u d  have taken off was not far tu seek ; for behind the 
nearest ridge of sand to the west there still lay a footbridge about 
!I0 feet long stretched acrofls an unmistakable dry river-bed. Of the 
trestles which had carried the bridge two still stood upright. Beyond 
tho left bank stretched shrivelled remains of arbours for upwards of 200 
yardn, to where steel, banks marked a large square reservoir. For over 
2 nliles to tho north-west we coulrl follow the  trace^ of the ancient river- 
hetl, in place8 completely covered by drift-sand, hut elilerging again 
amongst low dunes and patches of clead forest. Finally i t  seemed to join 
tr broacl valley-like depression stretching far away with living wild 
poplars and tamarisks, and flanked by big ridges of sand. This great 
nullah, and others like it which Ibrahim had vainly searohed for ruins 
west of it, had certainly seen no water for long ages. Over all this 
strange ground defliccation was written most plainly. 

The 100 odd miles of desert through which my marchee took me in 
November, from the Niya eite past Cherchan to Charklik, offered 
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oppo~.tunities for interesting work a t  more than one point. But I can 
pause now only to mention the solution which some fortunate archso- 
logical finds a t  an ancient site near the Endere river afforded for a 
probleln of antiquarian and geographical interest. In  1901 I had 
excavated there the sand-buried ruins of a fort which epigraphical and 
other finds proved to have been occupied about the first decades of the 
eighth century A.D., and abandoned during the Tibetan invasion soon 
after. Now it was curious that Hsiian-tsang, the great Chinese pilgrim, 
who had passed by the same route from Niya to Charchan about 645 
A.n., found no inhabited place on the ten days' march, hut distinctly 
mentions in a position corresponding exactly to the Endere site ruins of 
abandoned settlements which the tradition of his time described as 
" old seats of the Tukhara " famous in Central-Asian history. 

That  we hare here a definite historical instance of an old site aban- 
doned to the desert having been reoccupied after the lapse of centuries, 
was conclusively proved by discoveries made on this second visit. A 
shifting of the low dunes near the fort had exposed much-eroded remains 
of ancient dwellings. When carefully clearing the consolidated refuse 
heaps whioh had saved them from complete destruction, we came upon 
Eharoshthi records on wood which clearly belonged to the second or 
third century A.D.-and thus to the very period of Tukhara, i .e .  Indo- 
Scythian ascendency. Further striking evidence of the often-proved 
accuracy of my Chinese guide and patroll saint came t o  light when I 
discovered that the rampart of the fort built within a generation or two 
of his passage was in one place actually raised over a bank of refuse 
which belonged to the first oenturies of our era as proved by a Icha- 
roshthi document on leather. It is significant that the time which saw 
IIsiian-tsang's ruined settlement brought to life again coincides with 
the re-establishment of Chinese power in the Tarim Basin assuring 
peace and security, 

At the small oasis of Charklik, which a variety of indications prove 
as the true location of the Lou-lnn of the old Chinese pilgrims and 
Marco Polo's Lop, the preparations for my long-planned expedition to 
the ruins north of Lop-nor, first discovered by Dr. Hedin on his memor- 
able journey of 1900, proved an exacting task. Within three days I had 
to raise a oontingent of fifty labourers for proposed excavations ; food 
supplies to last all of us for five weeks; and to collect as many camel8 
as I possibly coiild get for the transport, seeing that we should have to 
carry water, or rather ice, sufficient to provide 11s all on a seven days' 
march across waterless desert, then (luring a prolonged stay a t  the ruins 
as well as on the return journey. The 1)roblem looked indeed formidable 
when I found that, exhausting all local resources, I could raise the 
number of camels only to twenty-one, including our own and some 
animals hired from Charchan. Fortunately, Liao-Dalui, the Chinese 
magistrate of this forlorn tract,, counting all in all between four 
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a ~ d  five hundred homesteads, proved most helpful, and soon I was 
joined too, by two hardy hunters from Abdal, who had seen service with 
Hedin and were not frightened like the rest of the men by the risks of 
such a desert expeditio~. On the eve of my start Rai Ran1 Singh too 
arrived ; he had carried separate surveys along the foot of the Kun-lun 
and succeeded in extending a net of triangles connected with fixed 
points of Captain Deasy's surveys and of the Indian Trigonometrical 
Survey all the way from Polur to beyond Cbarchan. The cold which 
was so welcome to me, as giving rile hope of being able to carry our 
water-supply in the more convenient form of ice, had been severe in 
the foothills of the great range, and caused the surveyor's old trouble, 
rheumatism, to reappear in s measure which seriously handicapped him 
during the remainder of these trying winter months. 

Eager as I was to push on to our goal north of the Lop-nor desert 
and to husband time and supplies, I could not forego the temptation of 
trial excavations a t  the ruins of Miran, on the way from Charklik to 
Abdal, the last fishing hamlet on the Tarim. The " finds " brought to 
light there, in the shape of early Tibetan records from a ruined fort and 
of sculptural remains from a temple of far more ancient date, were so 
encouraging that I determined in any case to revisit the site. Then, on 
December 11, 1906, crossing the deep and still unfrozen Tarim, I started 
my desert column from Abdal. For one day we followed the incipient 
Lop-nor marshes eastwards, and luckily found good ice already nvailablo 
in one of the fresh-water lagoons. Every available camel was loaded 
with big bags full of ice, and in addition some thirty donkeys, which 
were to march on for two days further and leave their ice there for a 
halfway deyBt. Of conree, they themfielves needed water; but with a 
two days' thirst and relieved of loads they could be trusted to return 
cluickly to the Tarim. The route we now struck, to the north-north- 
eaet, led necessarily near the one followed by IIedin in 1900, in the 
reverse dil.ection. But there was nothing to guide us, only the position 
of the ruins as indicated i n  his route-map and the compase ; neither of 
the Lol, hnnt,ers had ever vi~itecl the ruins from this side. A notable 
change had taken place in the physical aspects of this dismal ground 
since Hedin bat1 traversed it. The great newly formed lagoons, in 
whioh the watvrs of the Tarim then spread northwar,l, had since alnlost 
completely driefl up. Thr water of tbe rare pooh left behind in salt- 
encrusted depreesions was tlo salt that, in spite of the great cold, i t  had 
not yet frozen. 

On the morning of L)eceml)er I5 we hail left the last depressiorl with 
dead poplars and tamarisks behind us, and very rsoon after we passed 
into that zone of excessive erosion whioh constitutes so striking a 
feature of the ~lorthern portion of the Tlop-nor d e ~ e r t  The sncccksion 
of steep clay banks and sharply cut nullahs between them, all carvcd 
ollt 1)y wind erosion and clearly marking the prevailing direction of tho 
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winds, north-east to south-west, was most trying to the camels' feet 
(several of the poor bearts had to be " re-soled "-a operation), 
and did not allow us to cover more than 14 miles a day a t  the utmost, 
though I kept men and beasts on the move from daybreak until night- 
fall. There could be no doubt about this ground forming part of a lrery 
ancient lake-bed. Yet curiously enough we had scarcely entered it when 
frequent finds of flint alrow-heads and other implements of the Stone 
Age, together with fragments of very coarse pottery, supplied eviclencc 
that it must have been occupied by man in  reh historical times. An 
equally important discovery was that of small bronze objects, including 
early Chinese coins, together with l~lentiful fragments of well-finished 
pottery, at  a point ~ t i i l  fully 12 miles to the south of Hedin's site. 

By that time we were already in the olutches of an icy north-east, 
wind, which in the middle of the following night nearly blew my tent 
down. With short intervals i t  continued during our whole stay in  thia 
region ; with minimum temperaturea rapidly falling beluw zero Fahr., it 
made life exceedingly trying for the next weeks. Had i t  not been for the 
plentiful fuel supplied by the rows of bleached dead tree-trunks, evidently 
marking anoient river-beds, the men would have suffered even more 
from exposure than they did. I n  spite of the sun shining brightly, a 
double supply of my warmest wraps and gloves failed to keep head and 
hands warm. 

So i t  was a great relief for us all when, on Deoember 17, the first 
great mound indioating proximity of the site was duly sighted, exactiy 
where Hedin's sketch-map had led me to expect it. By nightfall I 
was able to pitch camp a t  the foot of the ruined Stul)a which stands 
out in this weirdly desolate landscape ae the landmark of the main 
groul) of ruins (Fig. 7). The excavations which I carried on unremit- 
tingly for the next eleven days, with a relatively large number of men, 
enabled me to clear-all remains traceable a t  the several groups of ruins, 
and yielded plentiful results. Among the dwellings, constructed of 
timber and plaster walls exactly like those of the Niya Site, wind orosion 
llad ~ o r k e d  terrible havoc. I t s  force and direction may be judged by 
the fact that of the solid walls of stamlled clay onoe enclosing the 
princil)al settlement, those facing east and west had been completely 
carried away, while the north and south walls could just be traced. 

But, luckily, i n  various places a slifficient cover of drift sand or con- 
solidated refuse had afforded proteotion for many interesting relics. I n  
a large rubbish heap, fully 100 feet acrobs, extending near the centre 
of what proved to have been a small fortified station, we struok a 
particlllarly rich mine. The find8 of written records, on wood and 
PaI'er1 also on sill<, proved relutlrkably numerons, considering the limited 
size of the settlement and the number of dwellings which had escaped 
erosion. l'lle majority of tho reconls are Chinese, apparently chiefly 
of an administrative charauter : their detailed examination is likely to 
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throw light on questions connected with the use of the ancient Chinese 
trade route which passed once here along the south foot of the Kuruk- 
tagh and north of Lop-nor into Kan-su, and also on matters of geo- 
graphioal nomenclature. 

Kharoshthi documents were also numerous. Their character and 
the observations made as to their places and conditions of discovery 
justify the important conclusioll that the same early Indian language 
8e found in the records of the Niya Site was in common local use also in  
the Lopnor region for indigenous administration and business. Con- 
sidering how far removed Lop-nor is from Ichotan, this uniform exten- 
sion of an Indian script and language to the extreme east of the Tarim 
basin has a special histoi-ical interest. Fine architectural wood carvings, 
objects of industrial art, metal seals, etc., brought to light in con- 
siderable number show the same close dependence on models of Graeco- 
Buddhist ar t  brought from India as the oorresponding finds of the 
Niya Site. The resemblance to the latter is so great that  even without 
the evidence of dated Chinese documents and of the very numerous 
coin finds, it would have sufficed to prove that the ruins whioh from 
the salt springs situated a long march northward may for the present 
be called those of Altmish-bulak, were abandoned about the same time 
as the Niya Site, i .e .  the latter half of the third century A.D. 

The results of our excavations prove clearly that the ~r incipal  groilp 
of ruins represents the remains of a small fortified station garrisoned by 
Chinese troops, and intended to control an important ancient ronte 
which led from Tun-hnang (Sha-chou), on the extreme west of Kan-su 
to the oases along and to the north of the Tarim. We knew from 
Chinese historical records that this ronte, opened through the desert 
about 110 B.c., served for the first expansion of Chinese political influence 
and trade westwards, and remained in use through the whole 1,eriod of 
the Hen cljneaty. Bnt it was only in the course of the explorations of 
this winter and spring that its exact direction and the starting-points 
east and west of the absolute desert intervening coi~ld be determined 
with certainty. 

There was a series of indications to show that the settlement 
around thie we~te rn  etation derived its importance far more from 
the traffic with China which passed through it than for tho resollrces 
of local cultivation. Yet even allowing for this, how impressive i~ 
tho evidence of the great physical changes which havo overtaken 
thie region, mainly through desiccation ! For over 150 miles to the 
eeet no drinkable water oould be found now along the line which 
the route muet have followed towards the westernmost point of the 
ancient frontier-line subsequently discovered by me in the desert west 
of Tun-huang, and no possible canal system from the Tarim could now 
carry water for anything like that distance beyond the ~ltmish-bulnk 
~ i t e ,  nor even as far prohsbly as the latter. The springs of Altmish- 
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bulak and some to the west of them where we sent such of our camels 
as could be spared from transport work proved so salt that the poor 
beasts, even with the thirst of a fortnight, would not touch their water. 
For the same reason no ice had as yet formed on them, in spite of the 
minimum temperatures during our stay a t  the ruins having fallen as 
low as 45" below freezing point. 

with the hoped-for supply from the springs north failing, our ice 
store was getting very low. Cases of illness among the men showed 
how exposure to the continuous icy blasts was telling on them. I myself 
was frequently shaken inwardly with recurring attacks of' malarial fever 
brought from the Indian North-West Frontier. So it was just as well 
that by December 29, 1906, the exl)loration of all structural remains 
traceable was completed. The main camp in charge of the surveyor 
was sent back to Abdal with the " archaeological proceeds," while I set 
out with a few men through the unexplored desert south-westwards. 
It was an interesting though trying tramp, which after seven days 
brought us safely to the ice of the Tarim lagoons. Progress was 
far more difficult than on the journey from Lop-nor, owing to the 
~teadily increasing height of the ridges of drift sand we encountered. 
The curious erosion trenches fursook 11s just when t.hey would hare 
favoured progress in the intended direction. Also otherwise the desert 
orossed showed marked differences in its physical aspects. The ground, 
where not covered by the lines of high dunes ruizning north to south, 
bore here, too, indications of having formed part of an aucient lake-bed. 
But the rows of dead trees so frequently met on the former route, and 
ularking the 1)anks of lagoons or river courses of a subsequent period, 
disal)l'~ared here soon. The resulting difficulty about fuel was a serious 
lllatter for us, considering that just then we experienced the lowest 
telllperatures of the winter, down to 48' below freezing point. C~iriollsly 
enough, relics of the Stone Age, including a fine jade axe, cro1)pecI 
here too on the rare llatches of eroded bare ground. 

After surveying some localities of archsological interest on the 
lower Tarim and Charchan rivers, I hurried vin Charklik to resume my 
excavations a t  Miran. This, too, was a very desolate spot situated a t  
the foot of the absolutely barren gravel glacis which stretches down 
from the mountains towards the westernmost portion of the Lop-nor 
marshes. The latter had probably within historical times receded 
flllly 10 miles or so to the north of tho position oocupied by the ruins. 
Jjll t  luckily a small stream which had once been used to irrigate tho 
area, still passes within a few miles of the ruins. In  the narrow jungle 
belt on its banks our hard-tried caulels found such grazing as dead 
leave8 of wild 1~opla1.s and dry reeds can offer, and we ourselves were 
spareti the usiirtl anxieties about water transport. Rut none of our 
party is over likely to forget the tnisery wo endured during those three 
woek~ of hard work froin the icy gales almost always blowing. There 
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were days when all my assistants were on the sick-list with the 
exception of bright, alert Chiang-ssti-yieh. 

But the results achieved offered ample reward t u  me. The ruined fort 
quite fulfilled the pro~nise held out by the first expelimental digging. 
The rooms and half-underground hovels which had sheltered its Tibetan 
garrison during the eighth to ninth century A.D. were rough enough in 
design and construction, but proved to contain in solne respects the most 
remarkable refuse acculvulations it has ever fallen to my lot to clear. 
Rubbish filled thern in places to a height of 9 to 10 feet, and right down 
to the bottom the layers of refuse of all kinds left behind by the 
occupants yielded in profusion records on paper and wood, mostly in 
Tibetan, but some in a script which looks like Kok-tu~ki,  the earliest 
Turki writing. The total number rose i n  the end to close on a 
thousand. Similarly the remaine of implements, articles of clothing, 
aruls, etc., were abundant. Their condition, I am sorry to say, 
illustl.ated only too well the squalor in which these Tibetan braves must 
have passed their time a t  this forlorn frontier post. Evidence often of 
a very unsavoury kind seemed to indicate that the rooms which alone 
could have given shelter against the inclemencies of the climate, 
conti~~lled to be tenanted to the last, while the refuse accumulations on 
the floor kept tteadily rising. I n  some places they actually reached 
up to the roofing. I have had occasion to acquire a rather extensive 
experience in clearing ancient rubbish heaps, and know how to diagnose 
them. I3ut for intensity of absolute dirt and age-persisting "smelli- 
ness " I shall always put the rich " ca~t ings  " of Tibetan warriors in the 
front rank. 

There can be no doubt that the stronghold was intended to guard the 
direct route from the southern oases of the Tarim basin to Tun-hnang 
(or Sha-chou). 1,ike the branch previously mentioned as leading north 
of Lop-nor, this must have heen a main line of communication into 
China from the last centuries B.C. ouwards, and m u d  have still gruwn 
in importance when the former became impracticable after the early 

of our era. * But older in date and of far wider interest were 
the art remains which we brought to  light from the rie'bria mounds of 
some 13uddhist shrines surviving erosion in the vicinity of the fort. 

must have been in ruins at  least four centuries before the 
Tibetan occupation led to tho election of the fort. From one of them 
(Fig. 8) emerged remnauts of colossal stucco relievos, representing 
seated Buddhas, and showing i11 their modelling close~t  relation to 
Cfraeco-Buddhie t sculpture as developed in the extreme north-west of 
India during the first centuries of our era. 

The influence of classical ar t  waA reflected with surprising directnese 
in the much-damagecl yet remarkable frescoes which covered what 
remains of the walls of two circular domed temples enclosing small 
Stupas. The paintings of the main frieze, on a background of Pompeiap 



FIG. 7.-REMAINB OF ANCIENT DWELLING ON ERODED OLAY TERRAOE NEAR RUINED 
BTUPA, ALTNIBH-BULAK BITE. 
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red, illustrating scenes of Buddhist legend or worship, showed the 
same clever adaptation of classical forms to Indian subjects and ideas 
which constitutes the chief characteristic and charm of Grsco-Buddhist 
sculpture, but which in  the pictorial a r t  of that period can no longer be 
studied within Indian limits, owing to the destruction of all ~ a i n t e d  
work through climatic vicissitudes. But even more interesting were 
the figures of the elaborate fresco dadoes. These were so thoroughly 
Western in couception and treatment that when they first emerged 
from the de'bris I felt tempted to believo myself rather among the ruins 
of some Roman villa in Syria or Asia Minor than those of Buddhiet 
sanctuaries on the very confines of China proper. There were half- 
length figures of beautiful winged angels, and, more curious still, a 
cycle of youthful figures in  a gracefillly designed setting of' garland- 
ca~,rying yutti, representing the varied pleasures of life. I t  was such a 
strange contrast to the weird desolation which now reigns in the desert 
around the ruins. Hharoshtbi insc~.iptions painted by the side of some 
frescoes and pieces of silk streamers bearing legends in the same script 
indicate the third century A.D. as the approximate date when these temples 
were deserted. Unfortunately, the very confined space and the semi- 
Arctic weather conditions made photographic work very difficult, and 
what of frescoes we succeeded in safely removing still awaits unpacking. 

After all the ex1)osure undergone at; Miran a week's halt a t  Al)dal 
seemed pleasant, however humble the shelter which its reed  hut^ offered, 
and however busy I was 1cel)t with 1)acking illy archsological finds of 
the last four months. A large caravan entrusted to two veteran Turki 
servants, who had suffered too much to follow me further, was to take them 
back to Mr. blacartney's care at Eashgar. Then on February 21, 1907, 
I started on the long desert journey which was to take us from the 
dreary Lop-nor marshes right througl~ to Tun-huang on the western~nost 
border of Iian-su and Uhiua proper. It was t l ~ e  same loute Ly which 
Marco Polo hat1 tra\.elletl " through the desert of Lol)." Six centuries 
before hi111 it had seon a traveller scarcely less great, Hsiian-tsang, the 
l'ilgrim of 1)ious 111emo1 y, returning t u  Cbiua ladell with Butldhist relics 
and rsacred books after many yeais' wantlerings in tho " Western Regions." 

Ever since tho end of the second century B.c., wllen the Chinese first 
ljrougllt the Tarim Basin under their 1)olitical influence, this desolate 
desert track close on 350 miles in length had served a8 an important 
caravan route dur i~ig  successive l)eriods, only to be forgotten again 
when Chi~~ese  ljowor wcstwarclts weakeneil or a l~ulicy of' rigid seclusion 
strangled trade. Soiile twe~lty-fvo yetm ago i t  had thus to bi, re- 
discoveretl. Mulla, the quaint honest Lol)l~li who had helped me a t  
Altn~ish-ljalak and Miran, was one of the s~nal l  1)arty who guided a 

1)lllcky Cjhi~leso official through. Ca1)tain Iiozloff, lo whose excellent 
piollcor work in tho l'oi-shan aud westernmost Nan-shan i t  affords me 
sl'ecictl pleasiiro to boar testimony, had followed i t  in 1894, and since 
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then, just a year before me, also Colonel Bruce with Captain Layard. 
Now the rapidly rising tide of prosperity and commercial enterprise in 
the southern oases of Turkestan is bringing the route into favour again 
with traders from Khotan and Kashgar, but only during the winter 
months when the use of ice makes i t  possible to overcome the difficulties 
arising from the want of drinkable water a t  a succession of stages. 

The seventeen long marches in which, with men and beasts now 
well broken to even more trying ground, we accomplished the desert 
journey, still ordinarily reckoned as in the days of Marco at  twenty- 
eight stages, offered plentiful opportunities for interesting geographical 
observations. But of these only the briefest indication can be given 
here. After skirting for about one-t,hird of the route the dreary shores 
of a vast salt-covered lake-bed markiug the extent of the Lop-nor 
marshes a t  a relatively recent period, we found ourselves proceeding in 
a well-marked depression between the foot of the barren low hills of 
the Kuruk-tagh on the north and great ridges of steadily rising sand 
towards the snowy range of the Altun-tagh on the south. As we 
followed this depression, where in spite of low dunes water was easily 
reached by digging wells, we found that i t  gradually narrowed into a 
regular valley descending from the north-east. Our detailed survey 
clearly indicated that we had here the passage through wbich the 
waters of the 8u-lai-ho and Tun-huang rivers had, a t  a period perhaps 
not so very remote, made their way down to Lop-nor. The geographical 
importance of this observation is obvious, seeing tbat the true eastern- 
most limit of the great Turkestan basin is thus sbifted from circ. 92" to 
circ. 99" of longitude. I may add here, in passing, that the close 
affinity ehown by practically all physical features in the Tun-huang- 
811-lai-ho drainage area to those of the eastern Tarirn Basin fully agrees 
with this observation. 

Where the valley jilat mentioned again ex1)antls east of the halting 
stage known from its little group of living poplars as Besh-toghrak, 
we came upon ground very puzzling a t  first sight. I n  a wide basin 
enclosed to the north by the sombre and absolutely sterile slopes of the 
Runik-tagh, and by high ranges of dunes on the south, we found a 
succession of unmistakable dry lake beds, and between and around 
them a perfect maze of high clay torraoes remarkably steep. The lake- 
beds, salt-covered in parts, looked quite recent. Yet the lake shown as 
Rhara-nor in the maps, where the Su-lai-ho and Tun-huang rivers were 
hitherto believed to end and from which alone water snfficient to fill 
this great basin could come, lay still more than a degree further to the 
east. The explanation was furuished two mont,hs later when, in the 
oourse of resumed surveys, we discovered that a considerable river flows 
out of the Khara-nor during the spring and Rummor floods, and after 
draining a series of smaller lakes and marshes lower down, carries its 
water right through to the lake beds we had passed so much further 
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west. The deep-cut bed of this river could easily escape disoovery 
owing to the very deceptive way in  which its course is masked by what 
looks an unbroken flat glacis of gravel. 

After emerging from this terminal river basin and a t  a point still 
five long marches from the edge of the Tun-huang oasis, I first sighted 
remains of ruined watch-towers, and soon came upon traces of an 
ancient wall connecting them. A lucky chance rowarded already the 
first scraping of the ground near a watch-tower with relios of manifest 
antiquity, including a Chinese record on wood, and a variety of archaeo- 
logical indications rapidly gathered as we passed onwards, 11lade me 
feel convinced that these ruins belonged to an early system of frontier 
defence corresponding in character to the extant ' Great Wall '  on the 
Ean-su border. So as soon as men and auimals had recovered from the 
preceding fatigues by a short halt at  Tun-huang, I returned to the still 
wintry desert in order to explore this ruined litwes in detail. It proved 
a fascinating and fruitful task, but also one of uncommon difficulty. 
The ground over which the line of the wall ran was, from the old frontier 
town of An-hsi westwards, practically all an absolute desert of gravel, 
broken only a t  rare intervals by belts of sandy scrub or thin jungle near 
the rirer or marshes. 

Nothiilg wae known of the ruins to the magistrate and other 
educated Chinese officials of Tun-huang, who all took a very friendly 
interest in my work and would have been ready enough to help us. On 
the other hand, the deep-rooted seoretiveness of the local Chinese popu- 
lation effectively prevented any of the hunters or shepherds who 
o~caaionall~ visit the nearer of the riverine jungles from coming forward 
with guidance. So all the tracking of the ancient wall, often com- 
pletely effaced for miles, and frequently crossing inost tleceptive grouud, 
had to 1)o done by myself: Still more seriolls was the troublo about 
adequate labour for excavations. The slum-dwelling coolies, whom 
only exercise of special pressure on the magistrate's part could 
induce to vonture into tho dreaded desert, were, in spite of very liberal 
treatment, ever ready to desert-or else to  get lost in the desert through 
their hell~lessness as coafirined opium  smoker^. Yet,, by 111oving first to 
tho noi,tl~ of the oasis, and snl~scquentl~. striking tho ancient lijtrca 1)y a 
new route right tllrough the desert west of Tun-huang, we succeecled, in 
the course of two montlls, in accurately surveying its line all the way 
from An-hsi to its westerninost point, a distance of illore than 150 nlilet~, 
:l~ld in exl~loring the r ~ i i l ~ s  of all watch-stations, sectional headquarters, 
otc., which adjoinotl it. 

The fine ~nassivo watch-towers (Fig. 9), usually rising a t  intervals of 
2 to :I miles nlong the wall, were my best guides in tracking the line. 
Almost invariably I could trace near them ruins of the modest quarters 
whioh had sheltered the detachments Bohelonned nlong the wall. From 
tho  Chinese recorde, moet.1~ on wood or bamboo, whioh the exoavution of 
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almost every ruin yielded in plenty, I soon made certain with the 
scholarly help of my indefatigable Chinese secretary, Chiang-ssti-yieh, 
that this frontier-line dated back to the end of the seoond century B.c., 
when Chinese expansion into Central Asia first began under the emperor 
Wu-ti. Exactly dated documents commencing with the year 99 B.C. 

showed that the regular garrisoning of the border wall continued 
tllrougholit the first century B.c., and probably for the greatest part 
of its length down to the middle of the seconcl century A.D. But the 
outlying westernmost section appears to have been already abandoned 
earlier. The main purpose of this Zinbes was undoubtedly to safeguard 
the territory south of the Su-lai-ho river, which n as indi~pensable as a 
base and passage for the Chinese military forces, political missions, etc., 
sent to extend and consolidate Chinese power in the Tarim basin. It is 
equally certain that the enerny whose irruptions from the north had to 
be warded off were the Rsiong-nu, the ancestors of those Huns who 
some centuries later watered their horses on the Danube and Po. It is 
an important geographical ftct, brought out by the very existence of 
this defensive line, that the desert hill region north of the Su-lai-ho 
marshes, now quite impracticable owing to the absence of water, must 
then still have bcen passable, a t  least for small raiding parties. 

The very character of the ground through which the fortified 
frontier-line ran from An-hsi westwards, almost all of i t  already in 
ancient times a real desert, had presented exceptionally favourable 
conditions for the preservation of antiques. Whatever objects had once 
passed under the protection of a layer of gravel or ddbria, however thin, 
were 1)ractically safe in a soil which had seen but extremely scanty 
rainfall for the last two thousand years, was far removed from any 
chance of' irrigation or other interference by human agency, and had 
suffered on its flat filurface but rarely even from wind erosion. 

So i t  was natural enough that the hundreds of inscribed pieoes of 
woocl, bamboo, silk, the remains of clothing, furniture, and equipment, 
etc., all the miscellaneous artioles of antiquarian interest, which the 8UC- 

cestlive occupants of these tlesolate posts liacl left hehind as of no value, 
shonlcl have survived practically ~lninjnred. Hometimes a mere scraping 
ou the surface of what looked like an ordinary gravel slope acljoining the 
I uined watuh-station sufEcecl to disclose r11l)bish healjs in which files of 
wooden recorcls, thrown out f'roin the otKce of' some military conlmander 
before the time of Christ, lay amongst the most imrishable materials, 
draw,  bits of clothing, etc., all looking perfectly fresh. The Chinese 
documents, of which, including fragments, I recovered in the end over 
two thousand, refer mainly to matters of military administration, often 
giving details as to the etrength, nlovements, etc., of the troops 6chelonnocl 
along the border ; their commissariat, equipment,, and the like. Tbero 
are brief official reports and, more curious still, private letters addressed 
to officers full of quaint aotualities, family news from their clistant 
homee, etc. 



FIG. 9.-RUINED WATCH-TOWER ON ANCIENT FRONTIER-LINE IN DESERT WEST OF 
TUN-HUANG. 
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The oareful study of these miscellaneous reoords, far older than any 
which have as yet in original come to light in Central Asia or China, 
together with that  of the actual remains of quarters, furniture, arms, etc., 
will suffice to restore an accurate picture of the life led along this most 
desolate of borders. But in addition to this evidence I recovered 
very interesting relics of the traffic from the distant west,, which once 
pssed along the line guarded by the limes in  the form of silk pieces 
inscribed with Indian Kharoshthi and Brahmi and in a number of 
letters on paper found carefully fastened, containing writing in 
an unknown script resembling Aramaic. Are these perhaps in some 
Iranian tongue, and were they left behind by solne early traders 
from Persia or Western Turkestan coming for the   ilk of the distant 
Seres ? 

The construction of a regular defensive line across so extensive a 
stretch of desert, bare of all resources, must have been a diffioult task, 
and it was interesting to find again and again evidence of the @kill 
with which the old Chinese engineers had attacked it. Guided by a 
sharp eye for all topographical features, they had cleverly used the 
succession of salt marshes and lakes to supplement their line by those 
natural defences. For the wall itself they had had recourse to materials 
which, though of little apparent strength, were particularly adapted 
to local conditions, and have stood the stress of two thousand years, on 
the whole, remarkably well. Between layers of stalnped gravel, about. 
1 foot high, they interposed carefully secured rows of fascines, about 
as high, made of neatly cut and strongly tied bundles of reeds, 
which were obtained from the marshes (Fig. 10). The salts contained 
everywhere in the soil and water soon gave to the strange rainpart thus 
constructed a quasi-petrified consistency, which in such a region could 
well hold i t s  own against man and nature-all forces, in fact, but that 
of slow grinding but allnost incessant wind erosion. 

Again and again I noted in the course of my surveys how well 
preserved the wall rose along those sections which lay parallel t,o the 
prevailing direction of the winds, while wherc the line lay across i t  and 
in any way barretl the progress of' driving sand, wind erosion had badly 
breached or completely effaced the rampart,. The winds which now 
blow over this desert with remarkable violence and persisterlce co~ue 
mainly froin the east and north-eael.. The observation derives additional 
in~portance from tho fact that t,hose winds make their effect felt eve11 far 
away in the T:trim basin, as I have had ample occasion to obserlre in tho 
climatic conditions and surface formations about Lop-nor. The extent 
and character of the darnage which the various sections of tlle wall have 
suffered provo that tho s:~nie conditiolis lllnst have prevailed for the last 
two t,housand years. 6'Aspiration," due to the higher t e ~ u p e r a t ~ r e ~  
whioh the atrnosphore of the low-lying desert around ant1 west of 
Lop-nor must generally attain as compared with the great plateaus 
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of stone and gravel which rise on either side of the Su-lai-ho depression, 
suggests a likely explanation. 

The wall shows everywhere a uniform thickness of 8 feet, and still 
rises in places to over 10 feet. But that its builders knew how to make 
greater efforts where needed in spite of all difficulties about labour, 
materials, etc., is proved by the watch-towers, which are ordinarily 
built of sun-dried bricks of considerable strength, rising in one solid 
square mass to heights of 30 feet or more. One small fort, marking 
probably the position of the gate station of Yii-mBn, long vainly sought 
for by Chinese antiquaries, a t  a period when its original position a t  
the westernmost extension of the wall had already been abandoned, 
about the commencement of our era, showed high and solid walls of 
stamped clay fully 15 feet thick. Still more imposing is a solid block 
of halls nearly 500 feet long and with walls of 6 feet thickness still 
rising to 25 feet or so, which a t  first puzzled me greatly by its palace, 
like look and dimensions, until finds of dated records of the first century 
B.C. near by proved that it had been constructed as a great magazine 
for the troops garrisoning the line or passing along i t  (Fig. 11). 

I might talk for hours about the strange observations and ex- 
periences which, in the course of those fascinating months spent along 
the ancient Chinese frontier wall in the desert, made me forget, as 
it were, the lapse of long ages. A few touches must suffice here. 
Never did I realize more deeply how little two thousand years mean 
where human aotivity is suspended, and even that of nature benumbed, 
t,han when, on my long reconnoitring rides, the evenings found me 
alone amidst the de'bris of some commanding watch-station. Struck 
by the rays of the setting sun, tower after tower far away, up to 
11, miles' distance and more, could be seen glittering in a yellowish 
light. As they showed up from afar, with long stretches of the wall 
between them, often clearly rising as etraight 1)rownish lines above the 
grey bare gave l  desert, how easy i t  was to imagine that towertr and 
wall were still guarded, that watchful eyes were scanning the deceptive 
plateaus and nullahs northward ! The arrow-heads in bronze which I 

up in numllers near the wall and towers, wero clear proof that 
att.acks and alarms were familiar incidents on this 1)order. Uncon- 
~oiously my eye sougtlt the scrub-coverecl ground flanking the salt 
marshes where Hun raiders might collect lmfore making their rush in 
the twilight. 

But the slant,ing rays of the eun would reveal also things far more 
real. Then the eye caught quite clearly a curiously straight, furrow- 
like line keeping parallel to the wall, and about 20 feet witllin it, 
wherever there was a well-preserved stretch of it. Repeatetl exaniina- 
tion proved that it was a shallow 1)ut well-dofned t,rack worn into the 
fine grevel soil by the patrols and  other^ who had tramped along here 
for centuries. I n  apite of the persistence with which this etrarlge 
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uncanily track reappeared along wall sections situated miles away from 
the caravan roilte, I might llave dou1)ted this simple explanation had I 
not again and again had occasion to convince nlyseli of the rcmarkable 
persistence with which this gravel soil retains and preserves all impres- 
sions. Thus, the footprints we hail left on our first march to Tun-huang, 
looked two months later a1)solutely as fresh as if we had just passed 
there. Yet we knew I)y sad experience the force of the gales which had 
blown here almost daily. 

I may quote another curious obser~.ation in illustration of the extra- 
ordinary preserving power of this desert soil and climate. At a number 
of watch-stations I had noticed a series of queer little moiinds, arranged 
ih regular crow rows (quincunx fashion), each about 7 feet square and 
about 6 feet in height. Closer examination revealed that they were 
built up entirely of regular reed fascines, laid crosswise in  alternate 
layers, and intermixed with a slight sprinkling of coarse sand and 
gravel. Through the action of the salts once contained in them, the 
reeds bad acquired a quasi-petrified ap1,earance and considerable oon- 
sistency, though each reed, when detached, still showed flexible fibres. 
I was a t  first greatly puzzled as to the real meaning and purpose of these 
strange little structures until it dawned npon me, in consequence of 
vaiious conclusive observations, that they were nothing but stackt3 of the 
reed fascines, such as used in the constructioil of the aygcr, kept ready 
at  the posts for any i~rgent  rel)airs. Of course, they a t  once reminded 
ine then of the stacks of wooden sleepers seen neatly piled ul) a t  a railway 
station. 

I cannot touch here upon the various questions of physical conditions 
and changes regarding which this border-line, drawn through the desert 
more than twenty centuries ago, serves for us as an accurate historical 
gauge. I t s  value for this purpose is greatly increased by the fact that 
the groiind i t  traverses lias remained wholly untouched by the manifold 
arid often complex factors connected with human activity. To the 
important ovidence which the romains of' the wall supply as to the 
winds prevailing since two thousand years I h a ~ o  already nlluded. 

We suffered a great deal fro111 tho almost daily gales ancl the extremes 
of the desert climate. Against the icy blasts whioh continued well into 
April our stoutest furs were poor protection. On April 1, 1007, I still 
regietered a minimu111 temperature of :(go below freezing-point. But 
beforo the month was ended the heat and glare had already become very 
trying (on April 20 the thermoilleter showed !roo Fahr. in the shade), and 
whenever the wind fell, perfect clouds of mosquitoes and otller insects 
wollld issue fi-0111 tlio salt marshee, near which we had to camp for the 
sake of water, to torlnont men and beasts. For weeks I llad to wear a 

motor-veil day and night to protect mysclf. Even the wild camele, 
whioh wo frequently ~ightocl, must dread tl~ese p e ~ t s ;  for we found their 
fresh resting- laces olit on the absolutoly bare gl-aye1 plateaus far away 
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fro111 the grazing. Another source of trouble was the saltiness of the 
water, even in the springs of the marshes. When the excavations had 
been completed, by the middle of May, i t  was high time to return to 
the oasis. That  under such conditions we managed to keep to the last 
our -Chinese labourers a t  work, all opium-smokers, and of great vis 
iner t i z ,  like most of the people of Tun-huang, seemed a wonder, due 
large1)- to the unfailing tact and good nature of my invaluable Chinese 
seoretary and helpmate. 

An important archeological task made me doubly eager to return 
to Tun-huang. Already in 1002, my friend, Prof. L. de Lbczy, the 
distinguished head of the Hungarian Geological Survey, and President 
of the Geographical Society of Hungary, had called my attention to 
the sacred Buddhist grottoes, known as the ' Halls of the Thousand 
Buddhas,' to the south-east of Tun-huang, which, as member of Count 
Szhchenyi's expedition and thus as a pioneer of modern geographical 
exploration in Ican-su, he had visited as early as 1879. His glowixig 
description of the fine fresco paintings and stucco sculptures which he 
had seen there and the archsological importance of which he had quite 
rightly recognized, without himself being an antiquarian student, had 
then greatly impressed me, and had been a main cause inducing me to 
extend the plans of my expedition so far eastwards into China. 

When, soon after my arrival a t  Tun-huang, in March, 1907, I had 
paid my first flying visit to the sacred caves carved into the precipitous 
conglomerate cliffs at  the mouth of a barren valley some 12 miles to the 
~outh-east of the oasis (Fig. 12), I had found my expectations fully veri- 
fied, and now I was drawn back by the remembrance of a wealth of ar t  
treasures waiting for closer study. There were hundreds of grottoes, 
large and small, honeycombing in irregular tiers the sombre rock-faces, 
and my first hurried inspection showed that  almost all of them had on 
their plastered walls a profiision of beautiful and more or less well- 
preserved frescoes. In  composition ancl style they showed the closest 
affinity to the remain8 of I3nddhist ~ictorinl  ar t  as transplanted from 
lndia to Eastern l'urkestan, and already familiar to me from the ruined 
shrines I hacl excavatetl in the Iihotan desert. The sculptural remains 
in these grottoea were equally plentiful, ancl bore equally interesting 
testinlony to that early art connection between India and Chine proper ; 
but mnch of this rtati~ary in friablo sti~cco hacl evirlen tly suffered both 
from the hands of iconoclasts-and the zeal of pious restorers (Fig. 13). 

Plentiful anticyuarian evidence, including a s e r i e ~  of fine Chinese in- 
scriptions on marble, proved beyond all doubt that a very great portion 
of the shrinea an11 art relics belonged to the period of the T'aug dynasty 
(seventh to ninth century A.D.), when Bud~lhism had greatly flonrished 
in China and when for nearly two centuries this westernmost outpost 
of China proper had enjoyed imperial protection against invasions, 
both from the Turks in the north and the Tibetans eouthward. The 



FIG.  SOUTHERN BERIES OF CAVE TEMPLE6 AT THE "HALLS OF THE THOUBAND 
BUDDHAS." 
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vicissitudes of the succeeding' period, when, until the establishment 
of pararnou~lt Mongol power, these Marches, then already outside the 
' Great Wall,' had been abandoned to barbarian inroads:of all sorts, must 
have sadly diminished the splendour of the temples and the numbers of 
the monks and nuns established near them. Yet, in spite of all changes 
and devastations, Tun-huang had evidently managed to retain its 
traditions of Buddhist piety even then ; for as I examined one grotto 
after the other, noting the profusion of large images on their platforms, 
and the frequency of colossal figures of Buddhas in a variety of 
poses, I felt convinced that it was the very sight of these colossal 
etatues, some reaching nearly 100 feet in height, and the vivid first 
impression of the cult paid to them, which had made llarco 1'010 
put into his chapter on Sa-chui, i.e. Tun-huang, a long account of the 
strange idolatrous custollls of the ' people of Tangut.' 

The good folk of Tun-huang have, indeed, remained to this day 
attached with particular zeal to ouch forms of worship as represent 
Buddhism in the queer medley of Chinese popular religion, and it 
scarcely needed the experience of a great annual religious fair which 
drew the villagers and townspeople of the oasis by the thousands to the 
' Thousand Buddhas' just about the time of my return, to inake it 
clear to me that the cAre temples, notwithstanding all apparent decay, 
were still real cult places " in being." I knew well, therefore, that my 
archreological activity a t  them, as far as frescoes and sculytures were 
conce~ned, would, by every consideration of prudence, have to be strictly 
platonic, i.e. to remain confined to the study of the a r t  relics by means 
of photography, drawing of plans, etc. ; in short, to such work as could 
not reasonably arouse .popular resentment with all its eventual risks. 

Yet when by May 20, 1!107, I established myself for a pro- 
lorlged s h y  in camp at  the saored site which then had once more 
resi~med its air of utter desolation and silence, I confess what kept 
my hoart buoyant were secret hopes of another and more substantial 
kind. Already two months before I had heard vague rumonre about a 
great hidden doposit of anoient manuscripts, which had been acoident- 
ally discovered by a Taoist monk a1)out two years earlier, while restoring 
one of the te~uples. The trove was jealously guarded in the walled-up 
side chapel, where i t  was originally discovered, and there were good 
reasons for caution in the first endeavours to socure access to it. 

The Taoist priest who had come ul)on and taken charge of it, 
proved a very quaint person, as ignorant of whal, he was guarding as 
he was full of fears concerning gode and men. IIe was a t  first a 
diffioult person to llilndle, and the story of our lengthy struggle with 
his ob,jections, conscientious and otherwise, must be left to l)e told 
hereafter. Rut I may oontide here already that our suocess in the end 
mas, apart from Chiang-ssti-yieh'e taciful diplomacy, due mainly to 
what tho priest wlrs prepared to accept as a special interpoclitioll on my 
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behalf of my Chinese 1)atron saint, the great Hsiian-hang. Already 
the faot of my well-known nttachmenv to the memory of the saintly 
travellor had been helpful ; for curiously enough the Tao-shih, though 
poorly versed in, and indifferent to, things Buddhist, was quite as 
ardent an admirer in  his own way of ' T'ang-sh,' the great monk of 
the T'ang l)eriod," as I am in another. It is true the fantastic legends 
which have transformed Hsiian-tsang in popular belief into a sort of 
saintly Miinchhausen, and which accounted for the Tao-shih's worship, 
are not to be found in the great pilgrim's genuine Memoirs. But 
why should that  little difference matter? When the first sl~ecirnens 
which we at  last l~revailed upon the priest to 1)ick up from the hidden 
manuscript store and show us in  secret, p1.oved by mere chance to be fine 
rolls of paller containing Chinese versions of' certain Buddhist texts, 
which the colol~hons declared to have been brought from India and 
translated I)y Hsiian-tsang, the 1)riest and even my zealous secretary 
were greatly impressed hy the portent. Was i t  not Hsiian-tsang himself, 
so the latter declared, who had at  the opportune moment revealed tho 
hiilir~g-place of that manuscript hoard in order to prepare for me, his 
disciple from distant India, a fitting antiquarian reward on the western- 
most confines of China 1)roI)er ? 

Under the influence of this quasi-divine hint the Tao-shih then 
summoned up courage to open before me the rough door olosing the 
entrance which led from the aide of the broad front passage of his 
ternllle into the rock-carved receas, and which, previous to acoidental 
discovery through a crack, had been hidden behind a frescoed wall. 
The sight of the small room disclosed was one to make my eyes ,open 
wide. Heaped up in layers, but  without any order, there appeared in 
the dim light of the priest's little oil lamp a solid mass of manuscript 
bundles rising to 10 feet from the floor and filling, as subsequent 
measurement showed, close on 500 cubic feet. It was impossible to 
examine anything in this "black hole." Rut when the priest had 
brought out some bundles, and had allowed us to look rapiclly through 
the contents in a side room of the newly built porch, wl~ere we were 
well screened from any inquisitive eyes, my contentment rose greatly. 

'I'he thick rolls of paper, about 1 foot high, which turned up first, 
oontained Chinese 13uddhist texts in excellent preservation, and yet 
showing in paper, arrangement, etu., unmietakablo signs of great age. 
To discover exactly dated records in those big rolls opening out to 10 
yarde' length and more was not easy at  first. But when I lighted on the 
reverse of 8 Chinese roll upon nn exteneive text in a cursive form of 
Indian Rrahmi script, I felt relieved of all doubt. IIere was indis- 
putable proof that the bulb uf the lnanilscripts llepositetl went back 
to the time when Indian writing ant1 some knomleclge of Sanskrit still 
prevailed in ['entral- Asian Bucldhisru. A11 the lllanuscripts were 
nlanifestly preservecl exactly in the setne condition they were in, when 
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depositecl. Nowhere could I trace the slightest effeot of moisture. 
And, in fact, what better place for preserving such relics could well 
be imagined than a chamber carved out of the rock in these terribly 
barren hills, and hermetically shut off froin what moisture, if any, the 
aimosphere of this desert valley ever contained ? 

How grateful I felt for the protection thus afforded when, on open- 
ing a large packet wrapped in  a sheet of stout coloureci cotton, I found 
it full of fine paintings on silk and cotton, ex-votos in all kinds of silk 
and brocade, with a miscellaneous mass of paper pictures, fitreamers in 
various fabrics, fragments of embroidered materials, etc. The silk and 
cotton paintings had served as temple banners, and were found neatly 
rolled up. When unfurled they displayed beautifully painted figures of 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, either quite Indian in style, or else illus- 
trating in a very interesting fashion the adaptation of Indian models 
to Chinese taste. Below the divino figures or scenes there al)pear fre- 
quently representittions of worshippers, in the characteristic monastic 
dress of the period. And i t  was not long before Clliang-ssii-yieh had 
discovered dedicatory legends, with dates of the ninth and tenth century 
A.D. The silk used for these paintings was almost invariably a trans- 
parent gauze of remarkable fineness. Hence, when we came upon larger 
pictures of this sort, up to 5 or 6 feet in length, closely folded up a t  the 
time of their deposition, and much creased in  consequence, the open- 
ing out of them could not be attempted from obvious risks of damage. 
Nor was there time then for any closer study. My main care was how 
many of these delicate graceful paintings I might hope to rescue from 
their dismal imprisonment antl the risks attending their present 
guardian's careless handling. To my surprise and relief, he attached 
little value to these fine art relics of the T'ang times. So I could 
rapidly put asido " for further inspect,ionW the best of the pictures, 
without tho risk of displaying too great cmpreeaement. 

It was probably the priest's indifference to remains of this kind, and 
hi8 secret hope of diverting by their sacrifice my attention from the 
precious rolls of Chinese canonical texts, which made him hand out now 
more readily bundles of what he evidently olassed under the head of 
misoellaneous rubbish. I had every reason to be satisfied with this 
benevolent intention; for in the very first large packet of this sort I 
discovered, mixed up with Chinese and Tibetan texts, a great heap of 
leaves in the variety of Indian script, known as Central-Asian Brahmi. 
llhey proved on arrangement to belong to half a doz'en tlifferent MSS., 

several of oonsiderablo size and some quite aoillplete. None of my 
previous finds in Sanskrit or the " unknown " ecclesiastical language of 
'l'llrkostan written in this scrillt equalled them in this respect or in 
oxcellonce of prnserva tion. So C h i a n g - ~ ~ t i - ~ i e h  and myself worked on 
withollt break that first day until i t  got quite late, l)icking ollt some- 
times stray Indian loaves oven from regular Chinese or Tibetan bundles, 
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or else Chinese texts with Central-Asian versions and  note^. Though 
our honest Tao-shih grew visibly tired with climbing over MS. heaps and 
dragging out heavy bundles, I oould see that our ap1)reciation of all this, 
to him valueless, lore flattered and reassured him. 

It is impossible for me to describe here how the search was cont,inued 
day after day without remission, or to indicate all the interesting finds 
with which this curious digging was rewarded. I t  was particularly the 
bundles filled with iniscellaneous texts, painted fabrics, papers of all  
sorts, which yielded such finds in plenty. One of the most important 
among them was a large and remarkably well-preserved Sanskrit MS. 
on palm-leaves, apparently containing some text from the northern 
Buddhist Canon. The material makes it. quite certain that the MS. 
had heen brought from India, and palreographical features indicate its 
having been written earlier than any so far known Sanskrit MS. Tibetan 
texts, both in form of big rolls and Pothis, were abundant. But not from 
the south alone had the old temple library, which had lain hidden here 
for long centuries, received its additions. Considering how flou~ishing 
Buddhism was under the Uighur kingdom, which existed in the north- 
east of Turkestan up to the twelfth century, and at  one time pro1)ably 
also held Tun-huang, I was not surprised when Uighur MSS. cropped 
up in various miscellaneons 1)undles. Kiik-turki, too, and even the 
peculiar form of Sy riac script, usually employed for Maniclirean writings, 
were represented. 

Less attractive a t  first sight but  in reality of particular antiquarian 
value were the miscellaneous records in Chinese, such as letters, 
monastic accounts, etc., which filled those bundles of apparent "waste 
paper." They not only throw instructive light on monastic organiza- 
tion as prevailing here in the ninth t80 tenth oentmy, but the plentiful 
clated documents found among them soon enabled me to determine that 
the walling-up of the chamber must have taken place soon after 1000 
A.D. There can be little doubt that the fear of some destructive invasion 
had prompted the act. But the well-sheltered small cave had in all 
probability served for a long time previously as a place of deposit for 
all kinds of ol3jeots sanctified by their use but no longer needetl. That  
these objects must have been very often of con~iderable antiquity 
already a t  the time when tho deposit wae finally walled up, was 
obvions froin tha first. Yet i t  was to me a most gratifying assurance 
when the partial examination of our Chinese collection which hecamo 
possible a year later, disclosed in fact among i t  quite a series of manu- 
scripts showing exact dates which extend certainly as far back as the 
third century A.1). But i t  will yet need protracted scholarly labour# 
before the time of the earliest pieces can be definitely establishotl. 

When long days of anxious work had rewllted in the rapid search 
of all miscellaneous bundles piled up on the top and the   election 
of all manuscripts of special interest, pictnree, and other  relic^ T wap 
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eager to rescue, we attacked the solid rampart of hard-tied uniform 
packets of Chinese manuscript rolls. This was a troublesome under- 
taking in more than one sense, though discreet treatment and judiciously 
administered doses of silver did much to counteract the Tao-shih's 

0 
relapses into timorous contrariness. The labour of clearing out the 
whole chamber might by itself have dismayed a stouter heart than his. 
However, in the end, it was amply rewarded by the discovery, quite a t  
the bottom, of more miscellaneous bundles with to us precious silk 
paintings, etc. Rapid as our search of the rest had to be, it led also to 
the recovery of more manuscripts in Central-Asian Brahmi and other 
foreign scripts which had got embedded among the great array of 
Chinese rolls. The negotiations about the compensation to be offered 
to the Tao-shih in the form of a liberal present to the temple, which by 
his restoration he could claim to have annexed as his own with all i ts 
contents known or unknown, were necessarily protracted. But by that 
time most of the selections for closer study," as our polite convention 
styled them, had already been safely transferred to my improvised store- 
room without any one, even of my own men, having received the 
slightest inkling. 

How this was accomplished, mainly through Chiang's devotion, 
and how our acquisitions were safely packed without arousing any 
attention, is "another story." When the Tao-shill had ~aeceived a 
weighty proof of our fair dealing in the form of a goodly number of 
silver ingots or " horseshoes," and had by a temporary visit to the oasis 
gathered assurance that his spiritual i~fluence, such as i t  was, had 
suffered no diminution, he became almost ready to recognize that I was 
performing a pious act in rescuing for Western scholarship all those 
relics of ancient Buddhist litorature and art  which were otherwise 
bound to get lost earlier or later through local intlifference. I received 
gratifying proof of the peaceful state of his mind when on my return four 
months later he agreed to let depart for a certain seat of learning in the 
distant West a fair share also of the Chinese and Tibetan manuscripts. 
But my time for feeling true relief came when all the twenty-four cases, 
heavy with the manuscript treasures resoued from that strange place of 
hiding, and the five inore filled with paintings, embroideries and similar 
ar t  relics from the same cave, had safely been deposited in London. 

The strain of these labours had been great. So, when by the middle 
of June I had completed also the examination and  photographing of 
all the more notable frescoes and sculptures of old date in the " Halls of 
the Thousand Rnddhas," 1 was heartily glad to exchange arch~ological 
work in .the torrid desert plains for geographical exploration in  the 
western and central Nan-shan. After leaving my collections in the safe 
keeping of the Yamen a t  An-hsi, I moved towards the great snowy 
range south, which forins the watershed between the Su-lai-ho ant1 the 
river of Tun-huang. On my way there I discovered a large ruixled site 
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near the village of Chiao-tzii, between the lowest two of the barren 
outer ranges. The great change in physical and economic conditions 
which desiccation has worked in this lower hill region, was illustrated 
by the fact that the stream f p m  which a canal still traceable for a long 
distance brought water to the town and the once cultivated area 
around it has completely disappeared. 

Though the damage done hy extensive erosion and the height of the 
dunes left little scope for excavation, yet enough archseological evidence 
was secured to show that the walled town must have been occupied up 
to the twelfth to thirteenth century A.n. All the more striking was the 
proof which its walls afforded of the effects of wind erosion since that 
period. I n  spite of very massive construction all lines of walls facing 
east have been completely breached through the driving and scouring 
sand, and in many places practically effaced, while the walls facing 
north and south and thus lying parallel to the direction of the prevailing 
eabt winds, have escaped practically uninjured. When I subsequently 
ascended the caEon-like valley in which the stream of Ta-bsi cuts 
through the second outer range, I came upon a very picturesque series 
of Buddhist cave temples, known as Wang-fu-hsia ("Valley of the 
Ten-thousand Buddhas ") and still forming a pilgrimage place. I n  
character and date they showed close affinity to the "Halls of the 
Thousand Buddhas." The large and well-preserved fresco oompositions 
decorating their walls furnished fresh illustrations of value for the 
study of Buddhist pictorial art  as practised in this region from the 
eighth to the twelfth century A.D (Fig. 14). 

After surveying the great chain of glacier-crowned peaks which 
overlook the terribly barren detribus plateaus of the Nan-shan west of 
the Su-lai-ho, we descended to the pleasant little oasis of Chong-ma. 
Then crossing the river there we made our way through a hitherto 
i~nexplored mountain tract where even at  this favourable season want 
of water was a serious difficulty, to the famous Chia-yii-kuan Gate of 
the still extant a rea t  Wall. Here I succeeded in clearing up an 
archrleological problem of considerable historical interest. All books and 
maps, whether European or Chinese, represent the imposing line of wall 
which bends round the westernmost part of the Su-chou oasis to tho 
w r y  foot of the Nan-shan, as the termination of tho ancient Great Wall 
protecting the northern border of Ican-su. Since centuries the big 
fortified gate leading through i t  has been greeted by travellers coming 
from Central-Asia as the threshold of true Cathay. Yet certain early 
Chinese records seemed to place the position of that famous gate much 
further to the west, and the remains of the ancient frontier wall I had 
discovered in the desert of Tun-huang spoke still more ornph~t~ically 
against that assumption. ('areful examination on the q 3 0 t  sufficed to 
solve the problem. I was able to trace near Chia-yii-kuan the junotion 
of two defensive lines of widely different age and purpose. One line 
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represented by the crumbling wall of stamped clay which runs alobg the 
whole northern border of the Su-chon and Kan-chou distriots, proved to 
have been originally connected with the l imes of Tun-huang and An-hsi 
and to date like this from thg second century B.C. I t s  purpose was to pro- 
tect the narrow belt of oases along the north foot of the Nan-~han whioh 
since Chinese expansion westwards had commenced under the first Han 
dynasty, was indis1)ensably needed as a passage into Eastern Tnrkestan. 
The second line, which meets this ancient wall a t  right angles and 
through which one now passes by the Chia-gii-kuan gate, is of far more 
recent construction and was built for the very opposite purpose, that 
of closing the great Central Asian route a t  a time when China had 
resumed its traditional attitude of seclusion. 

At Su-chou, the first town within the wall, I had to overcome 
considerable dificulties before we could start by the close of July on our 
expedition into the Central Nan-shan. The local authorities, thongh 
just as well tlisposed as I always fount1 then1 elsewhere, were full of 
alq>rehcnsions about attacks of Tangut robbers, etc., and even when 
they had reluctantly resigned themselves to my going, the collection of 
the necessary transport still proved a very difficult task. The Chinese 
settlers of the Iian-su oases are swayed by a perfect dread of tho 
mountains, which to thein remain a tcwn incogilita l~eyond the outer~nost 
range, and the men with hired 1)onies whom the well-meaning magistrate 
of Su-thou succeeded at last in raising, vecte ljressing, for our service, 
wo~lld no doubt never have started but for a firin holm of forcing us soon 
into an early return. We could obtain guides only as far as the ljroad 
1)lateail-like valley between the Richthofen and Tolai-shan ranges, where 
we found gold-1)its a t  an elevation of circ. 13,000 feet worked by small 
parties of more venturesome 1)eoljle from the Hsi-ning side. 

After leaving these exposed mining callll)s, where the snow had just 
melted, we did not sight human 1)eings until towards the close of the 
montll we came upon a few Mongols grazing in the valleys south of 
Kan-chon. Fortunately tho well-rlefined character of the four great 
ranges in which the Nan-shan rises towards the uplands of the Ichara-nor 
and Eoko-nor region (Fig. 15), and the open nature of the 11lein valloys 
ljetweon thelu, proved a great advantage for systematic survey work and 
matle the want of all guidance less sorioua. The excellent grazing met 
with almost ovcrywhere at  elevtttions betweon 11,000 to 13,000 feet was 
n greet boon for our hard-tried animals, anrl savetl us from all serious 
losses. J3ut tlie rolatively nlmndant inoisture of which i t  is the resnlt, 
ant1 whic:h makes the c70ntriwt so striking to the barren slopes of rock and 
tlotrit,l~x l~reaentod by tho Wo~torn Nan-shan, made itself felt aluo in a 
 lo^^ p l ~ a s a ~ i t ~  way. We all si~fforad a great deal fro111 almost daily 
clow~lponrs of icy ruin and sleet, ,71111 tho iroublo arising from the 
extensive bogs M'O enconnterocl at tfhe head of the groat vnlloys and even 
on tollc. hroad wrttorshetl plateans. 
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The natural difficulties unavoidable in such inhospitable solitudes 
were increased very considerably by the helplessness of our Chinese 
ponymen and what I may politely call their deep-rooted physical 
avereion fro111 taking risks. Now, these dreaded mountains were to them . 
full of risks, imagiuary as well as real, and instead of using such intel- 
ligence as plentiful opium ~moking had left them to guard against 
these, they tried their best to run away from them altogether. Again 
and again they made organized attempts a t  deoertion which threatened 
to leave us without transport, but luckily could be suppressed without 
frustrating our plans. Cbiang-ssti-yieh and myself used to talk of thein 
as our " senile babies." They saw risks everywhere, like aged men 
worn out by much bard experience, yet were like babes in a wood when 
i t  came to obviating any of them. They, as well as the small party 
of Chinese soldiers whom the Su-chou authorities had insisted upon 
sending along as an escort, were, owing to their own improvidence, soon 
threatened by starvation. Luckily we managed to ward this off by 
using for them rations of the lmrley which conld somehow be spared 
from the ponies. But C!hiang had bravely to set an example in eating 
i t  himself before they took to this unorthodox food-stuff. Then a few 
wild donkeys we managed to shoot came to the rescue. 

Ry marohes aggregating to over 400 miles, we managed during 
August to cross end survey in detail the three northernmost ranges of 
the Central Nan-shan, all rising to snowy peaks of 18,000 to 19,000 feet, 
between the longitudes of Su-chou and Kan-chou. I n  the course of 
these surveys all rivers descending to the oases as well as the Bu-lei-ho 
were explored to their glacier-fed sources. Wherever i t  was possible 
we made for routes and passes different from those taken by the 
Rur~sian explorers, MM. Obrucheff and Kozloff, who had first traversed 
parts of this mountain region. The magnificent ice-crowned range 
which divides the headwaters of the Su-lai-bo from the Khara-nor and 
T<oko-nor drainage, was surveyed along its north face, and proved to rise 
both in height of individual peaks and of crest-line considerably above 
the northern ranges. From the wide mountain-girt basin some 13,000 
feet high, where the Su-lai-ho gathers its main sources amidst a curious 
combination of mt~rshes and drift-sand areas, we made our way over 
bog-covered uplande to the headwater8 of the Ta-t'nng river, the 
northernmost large tributary of the Hoang-ho, where we touched ithe 
Pa(-ific drainage. Thence we regained the upper valley of the Ken- 
chou river, and finally effected our passage through the Richthofen 
range over a succession of high transverse spurs. The flooded streams 
in the deep-cut tortuous valleys separating the latter gave much tronble. 
But for thie I felt amply compeneated by the sight of the luxuriant 
forest, mostly fire, which here clothes the mountain slopes, a delightfill 
contrast to the barren wastes of rock, detritus or ice presented by the 
Weatern Nan-shan. The total mountain area covered by Ram Singb '~  
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plane-table survey between An-hsi and Kan-chon amounted to close 
on 24,000 square miles. 

From Ran-chou I started early in September on the long journey 
which was to take me back to the Tarim basin for my second winter 
campaign. Several considerations, archmological as well as practical, 
obliged me to follow on this journey the great caravan route viii Hami 
and Turfan, which since the seventh century n.n. has supplanted the 
more ancient route past Lop-nor. While travelling along i t  to An-hsi 
I was able by a series of reconnaissances pushed northward, not only 
to survey that portion of the Great Wall which in a general way was 
known to flank the route as far as Chia-yii-kuan, but also to trace 
remains conclusively proving its earlier extension to An-hsi, as my 
explorations of the spring and early summer had led me to assume from 
the first. At An-hsi, Rai Ram Singh, who had rendered very valuable 
services in the Nan-shan, but whose health had proved unequal to tbe 
hardships of a second winter campaign in the desert, left me to regain 
India vid Ehotan. Advantage was taken of his journey to get aleo the 
more circuitous mountain route leading from Tun-huang to Charklik 
accurately surveyed. He was relieved by Survej.or Rai La1 Singh, 
who subsequently gave splendid proofs of exceptional zeal and fitness 
for surveying work under trying conditions, as tested before by manJ- 
an expedition from Yemen to Eastern China. 

Of the long journey commenced early in October, 1907, and covering 
close on 000 miles marching distance, which took me within about 
two months from An-hsi to Kara-shahr, in the extreme north-east of 
the Tarill1 basin, I oannot pause to give details here. Both at  Hami 
and Turfan, the only oases breaking the monotonous stony waste 
between the Tien-shan and the Pei-shan, I devoted some time to visits 
of important ruined sites, though a variety of considerations preoluded 
archaological operations on any scale. Advantage was also taken of 
these breaks for detailed surveys of those distriot-s and the adjoining 
parts of the Tien-shan. At Turfan the inspection of the numerous and 
extensive ruins, dating chiefly from the time of the Uighur dominion 
(ninth to twelfth century A.I) . ) ,  which had been largely explored hy 
sl~ccessive expeditions of Prof. Griinwedel and Dr. Von Lecoq, under 
the auspices of the Prnssian Government, and had yielded a rich harvest, 
proved very instructive. To me i t  was interesting also to study the 
(mditions which accounted for the siirvival of these ruins within or 
else quite close to the still cultivated area, particularly as I could 
well, after my desert experiences, appreciate the practioal facilities 
thus assured to the archwologiet. 

On reaching Bsra-shahr early in Dec.e-uber, I lost no time in setting 
the syado to work. Sites of ancient towns of some size could be traced 
at several points of the great scrulb-covered plain which encircles the 
northern ~hores  of the Bagrash lake. Rut the vicinity of su1,soil water, 
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often impregnated with salte, and the effects of a climate evidently less 
dry than in other parts of the great Turkestan basin, had completely 
de~t~royecl all structural remains, and reduced even the clay-built town 
walls to rnere shapoless earth mounds. 

A far better field for systematic exoavations was offered by an 
extensive collection of ruined Buddhist shrines, known to the local 
Muhammadans by the name of Ming-oi, " the Thousanil I-Iouses," which 
clot sonlo low rock terraces jutting out from the foot of the hills, one 
march to the west of Kara-shahr. The disposition of the ruins in long 
rows of detached c~llas, varying in size, but all similar in  plan .and 
construction, facilitated the employment of a large number of labourers. 
It soon became evident that, apart from the destructive effects of rain 
and snow, the temples had suffered much damage by a great conflagra- 
tion, which, in viow of coin finds reaching down to the ninth century 
A.D., is likely to have been connected with the earliest ,Muhammadan 
invasions. But in spite of all the destruction due to iconoclastic zeal 
and atmospheric inflnences, plentiful archseological spoil rewarded our 
systematic cloaring. The deep de'bris layers filling the interior of the 
larger shrines yielded a great quantity of excellent relievo sculptures in 
stucco, once adorning the temple walls. From vaulted passages enclos- 
ing some cellns we recovered fine fresco panels which a timely burial 
had saved both from fire and moialture. Of the lavish adornment with 
votive gifts which these shrines once enjoyed, there survived evidence 
in finds of painted panels and delicately carved relievos once richly gilt. 
The style of theso art  relics clisplayed quite as clearly as the work of 
ancient Khotan, the predominant influence of Ormco-Buddhist models 
brought from the extreme north-west of India. The frequency with 
which cinerary urns and boxes turned up around some of the shrines 
was a curious feature of the site ; but of traces of the a1)odes of the 
living there were none. Was the great plain stretching eastwards 
already in old days that clesolate w a ~ ~ t e  of sand and scrub which i t  is 
now, notwithstanding the relative ease with which i t  could l)e brought 
under irrigation by canals from the large Kara-shahr river ? 

During the fortnight spent a t  Ming-oi we worked under quite 
Sarmatic conditions. Minimum temperatures down to 42' below 
freezing-point I shoulrl, perhaps, not havo minded so muoh, had we 
only been saved those icy vapour.9 sent forth ljy the great Bagrash 
lake south, which envelolmd ruins and camp like a white fog, and did 
not lift for days. So it was a great relief for us all when the oom- 
pletion of my tasks just by Christmae allowecl 11s to move up to the 
cold but sunny mountain3 of Khora, where information elicited with 
much trouble from reticent Mongol shepherds led to tho discovery of 
I3nddhist remains hitherto unnoticed. La1 Singh had rejoined me a t  
filing-oi after ~blaking his way froin Tarfan to Rorla, ilrainly lby 
previouely unn~apped routes through the barren ranges of the Knruk- 
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trrgh. He now used the opportunity for useful surveys on the range 
dividing the Kara-shahr valley from the great Turkestan l~lains, while 
I myeelf was clearing the ruined shrines, small but once richly 
decorated. Their picturesque seclusion had, alas ! not saved them from 
the fury of iconoclast invaders. 

The New Year of 1908 found 11s at  Eorla, where, close to the north- 
east end of the great sandy desert, I felt the satisfaction of haviug 
returned once more to my own ground. This old fascination of the 
Taklamakan induced me to test the firinly maintained reports which 
Rorla hunters 1,resente~l about " sand-buried towns," etc., they declared 
to have seen. The short expedition into the unsurveyed desert belt 
between the Inchike and Charcllak river-beds was interesting enough 
geogral)hically, showing in typical forin the changes brought about by 
shifting river courses and general desiccation. But i t  revealed in the 
end that those elaborate reports had no more substantial foilnilation 
than the existence of early Muhammadan tombs and of rude shepherd 
huts amidst the dead jungle of earlier river-beds. Of oourae, my eoi- 
disant guides were quite b o n a j d e  in their own way, and genuinely sorry 
that my supposed magic had not been powerful enough to overcome tho 
evil genii hiding the walled towns, etc., which their own imagination 
had let thein see before-apparelltly in a duststorm ! They had 
honestly hoped that 1 with my " Wileyet arts " would sectire them a 
chance of discovering all those hidden treasures of gold, etc. 

On the Inchike Darya La1 Singh and myself separated and made 
our way by different routes through unsurveyed desert to the ancient 
oasis of Kuchar on the great caravan route north-m-estward. There 
I utilized a week's halt for  visit^ to the interesting ruins olose by, 
which had during the last five years been searohed by successive 
Japanese, German, and Ruesian archsological parties, and had finally 
been oleared with remarlcable thoroughness and metllod by the recent 
French Misvion under Prdfessor Pelliot. After this rapid survey I was 
free towards the close of January to resume my journey towards the 
eouth of the great desert. Inquiries set on foot by nle sinoe leaving 
the Khotan and Keriya region in 190G had resulted in information 
reaching me about several ruined sites in the Taklamakan which had 
remained nnexplored, and I was anxious to visit them before the heat 
and santl-stor~us of the spring made work on that groilnd impossible. 
A ~naroh duo south from Kucbar throllgh tho Taklamakan to whero 
the Keriya river dios :%way iu the sands, was beset wit11 seriolls diffi- 
ciiltiecl and possible risks. Ih1t IIedin's pioneer journey of 189G showed 
that it, was prncticable unclcr certain conditions, and as there were 
riiins to bo visitetl near the Kcriya river course I decided to try the 
" short cut " aud tllus to savo timo. 

I coulcl not disguise to nlyself the diilioulties to be faced with a 
relatively large caravan when I ascertained a t  Shahyar that the report 
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about available guides was quite wrong, and that  no hunter from that 
side had ever been known to reach the Keriya river. While Hedin 
coming from the south had left the end of the Keriya river with the 
certainty of striking the broad goal of the Tarim right across his route 
a t  some point or other, our hope of reaching water within reasonable 
time depended solely on our steering correctly across some 150 miles 
of high dunes, towards a partioular point, and on the asslimption that 
the Keriya river still actually sent its water there. Now, I knew well 
by experience the difficulty of steering a correct course by the compass 
alone in a real sea of sand devoid of all directing features. I realized 
also that however justified my reliance in Hedin's mapping was, differ- 
ences in calculated longitude were bound to be considerable on such 
deceptive ground, and in our case all depended on the assumed longitude 
being right. 

On January 29, 1908, we left the last shepherd huts on the Tarim 
with eight labourers from Shahyar to help in well-digging and eventual 
excavations, and with food supplies to last one and a half months for 
our whole party, counting altogether twenty men. The fifteen camels 
we took along for transport were by no means too many, considering 
that a t  least eight were needed for the carriage of ice. Of course, 
everybody had to walk, though I had this time rather rashly agreed to 
take four ponies along too, in order to assure greater mobility for my 
Indian assistants and myself once we should have struck the river. 

After a trying tramp of eight days over dunes rising often to 100 
feet and more (Fig. 16), we reached the northern edge of the dried-up 
delta which the Keriya river had formed a t  some anoient period. I t  
presented itself as s perfect maze of dry river-beds, all half buried 
under clrift-santl and often completely disappearing amidst thiclc jungle 
of trees and scruh dead since long ages. ITere our real trouble began ; 
i t  was as if after navigating an open sea we had reached the treacherous 
marsh coast of a t rq ica l  delta without any lighthouses or landmarks to 
gnicle 11s into the right channel. And yet safety depended on our ~ t r i k -  
ing this channel, i.e. the particular dry bed which still receives subsoil 
water from the d j ing rivcr, and thus would allow us to replenish our 
much reduced ice ~ u p l d y  by cligging wells. 

Fortune seemed a t  first to favour 11s; for w0 managed to eeoure a 
modest quantity of water from a well dug just where we fir& came 
upon that forbidding dead delta after crossing huge ridges of sand 
heaped up to fully 300 feet or more. But the first buoyant hopes of 
e u y  progress which this raised in us all, soon died away as we tramped 
further and further south, always eagerly looking out for the strange 
d a d  river-bed which it seemed our best course to follow, and always 
losing i t  again amidst piled-up dunes and that deoeptive expanse of 
dead forest (Fig. 17) .  Nowhere on my desert travels have 1 met ground 
eo confusing and dismal. Attempts to dig wells failed again ttncl again, 
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even a t  places where wind erosion had scooped out the dry bed to a 
depth of 25 feet and more below the original banks, and where these 
were marked by a few wild poplars of great age still living. The hearts 
of the men, except my brave Surveyor La1 Singh, and a few of my old 
followers like Ibrahim Beg, Jasvant Singh, and that  plucky camelman 
Hassan Akhun, were sinking lower and lower. When five more weary 

had passed without bringing us to water the increasing alarm 
of the Shahyar men became a cause of serious ooncern. Thought of 

flight was ever tempting them to what was bound to prove destruction. 
On the sixth day after we entered the delta, I was just arranging for 

La1 Singh and myself to push out on reconnaissances in opposite directions 
to west and east, when a t  last the view from a huge sand ridge of some 
300 feet height, which I had opportunely persisted in  climbing to the 
very top, revealed in that vast expanse of grey and yellow bleakness a 
few strange streaks of white. It was the glittering ice-sheet of the 
river, and the relief was intense when after a long tramp eastwards we 
arrived a t  it-and were sure that it was not merely some salt-encrusted 
marah bed. It was time fur us all to reach the river. The camels had 
tasted no water since fully a fortnight, and the poor ponies none for 
five days except a few glassfuls, all I could safely spare from the 
precious remnant of our ice supply. We humans had been rationed for 
the same time to the scanty allowance of about one pint per diem and 
man. The ever errant river had formed a new bed, some four years 
before, as I found out subsequently, at a considerable distance to the 
west of the one where Hedin had seen it, and the sands through which 
i t  now flowed were still absolutcly sterile. It took several days moro 
before we arrived a t  living forest and found the new river-bed branch- 
ing off from the former one not far fro111 Tonguz-baste, the northern- 
most shepherd's station I had reached in 1001. 

The ground we had passed through had its own fascination, and 
survey work on i t  offered considerable geographical interest. Yet I 
was glad when after a day's rest 1 could resume archaological labour 
at  the Kara-dong site, which the river by its latest change has 
approached again after long centuries. On n ~ y  first risit  in 1901 tr 
succession uf sandstorms had prevented a complete examination of the 
eito, and the shifting of dunes had since laid bare ruined dwellings 
then too deoply bnried Loneath the sand. Thoir excavation now 
furnished dofinito antiquarian evidence that a ellla11 agricultural 
settlenlent., and not merely a frontier guard post, had existed here far 

away in t.he desert d~lr ing the first centllries of our era. Having been 
joiuud on tho Kerija river by a party of my old " treasure-seelting 
guitles" from Iihotan, I marched with tho~u  by a new route to the 

desert belt north of the oasis of Domoko. 'I'here in the deceptive zone 
of tamarisk-covered sand-cones they had succeeded in tracking an 
~xtensive but muoh matterod series of ruined dwellings, with several 
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Buddliist ~hr ines  which had previously escaped our search. Though 
those ruins had suffered much tllrough the vicinity of ' Old Domoko,' 
a village site occupied until some sixty years ago, my excavations were 
rewarded in the end by valuable finds of well-preserved manuscripts in 
Indian script, Buddhist frescoes and paintings on wood, etc. The time 
of' abandonment was here, too, about the end of the eighth century A.D. 

March and April were thus spent in supplementary arcb~ological 
labours along the desert fringing the oases from Domoko westwards to 
Khotan. Amongst the ruins newly traced i t  must suffice to mention 
the remain8 of a large Buddhist temple decorated with elaborate 
frescoes, whioh, completely buried under high dunes, came to light now 
in the desert strip between the Yurung-kash and Kara-kash rivers. Like 
the great Rawak Stupa, discovered in  1901, on the opposite bank of the 
Yurung-kash in a cloeely correspondillg position, this temple belonged 
to the early centuries of our era. ~ n f o r t u n i t e l ~  here, too, subsoil 
moisture had, as a t  Rawak, played havoc to suoh an extent tha t  con- 
tinued excavation would have resulted in complete destruction. We 
then set out northward for Aksu by the desert route which leads along 
the Iihotan river-bed, then practically dry. While following it I had 
the satisfaction of discovering the ruins of a fort once guarding the 
route, on the curious clesert hill of Mazar-tagh, which, as the last offshoot 
of a low and now almost coinl)letely eroded range from the north-west, 
juts out to the left bank of the Khotan river. The fort had been 
destroyed by fire, but on the steep rock slope below huge masses of 
refuse, thrown down by the occupants in the oourse of long years, had 
fortunately remained in excellent preservation, safe alike from moisture 
and driving sand. I n  the coGrse of three days' hard work we recovered 
from them a great collectio~l of documents on wood and l)al)er, in a 
variety of scril,ts, and none a l~l~arent ly  later than the eighth and ninth 
oenturies A.D. Tibetan records i~redominated l~ointing, as in the case 
of the ruined fort of Miran, to the ~ ~ e r i o d  of Tibetan invasions. 

We reached Aksu early in May, after suffering a good deal en ro& 
from the heat of the desert and a suocession of standetorms. There I 
arranged, through the kind help of my old Mandarin friend, Pan-Y'a-j4n, 
now Tao-hi, for the local assistance which Rai La1 Singh needed for 
the continuou~ survey he was to carry through the outer l'ien-shsn 
range ae far as the passes north of Kashgar. J myself, after fore- 
gathering for a few days with that most learned of Mandarins and 
kindest of friends in China, travelled up tho Uch-Turfan valley, where 
opportullitiea offered for useful anthropometrical work, and then made 
my way across a barren and yet ~aen~arkabl y picturesque range, previously 
unsurveyed, to the littlo-known oasis of Iiol pin. 'l'he fan tactically 
serrated peaks, often curioualy recalling the l)ololilites, reach up to 
12,000-1 :1,( )0() feet ; but they aerry very little snow, and throughout 
these mountains want of water ie a eerious trouble for the few Kirghiz 
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herdsmen who still cling to them. Apart from useful observations about 
obvious desiccation which I could gather here and in the equally barren 
outer ranges, it was of speoial interest to me to study oonditions such 
as may be supposed to have prevailed in the now absolutely waterless 
hills of the Pei-shan south of Hami during the period when Hun raiders 
could still make their may through them towards Tun-huang and the 
great Chineae route to the west. In fact, Kirghiz raids of a similar 
kind upon the Aksu-Kashgar high-road are still a matter of living 
recollection, and might yet be revived in prmtice if the hold of the 
Chinese administration were relaxed. 

Information opportunely secured through treasure-seekers of Kelpin 
subsequently enabled me to trace extensive dkbrio areas marking ancient 
settlements in the desert between the arid outer hills of Eelpin and the 
lower course of the Kashgar river. Though far-advanced erosion had 
left little or no remains for excavation, I secured ample archaeological 
evidence showing that this tract had been occupied down to the eighth 
century A.D. by large settlements, to which canals, still traceable in 
parts, carried water from the Eashgar river. I also ascertained the line 
of the ancient Chinese high-road to Eashgar whicb had passed through 
them. Tllere was room here also for interesting topographical work, as 
I discovered in this previously iillaurveyed desert belt a series of low 
parallel ranges clearly connected geologically with the curious rugged 
hills about Tumshuk and Maralbashi, which have hitherto figured in 
our maps as isolated rock islands. 

The increasing heat and the thought of the many heavy tasks still 
before me obliged me to return now to Ichotan, which I reached after 
a fortnight's rapid travelling, made specially delectable by a steady 
succession of sandetorms. Then followed, in the shelter of my favourite 
old garden palace at  Khotan, six weeks of constant toil, absorbed entirely 
by the sorting and paoking of illy archaeological collections-a task 
which, in view of the long journey before t,hem and their often very 
fragile contents, required my utmost care. Never, perhaps, has the 
ancient oasis seen such making of cases, tinning, etc., as went on in tho 
courtyards of my old palace during those long hot weeks. I n  the middle 
of all this toil I had the great grief of seeing Naik Ram Singh, m y  
" handy-man," who had left me at  the close of Rlarch for a supplementary 
task a t  Miran, return from his long journey eastwards suffering from 
complote loss of eyesight. He had left ~ u e  in what seemed good health, 
and nothing then suggested the a1)proaoh of the fell disease, glancoma, 
which strllck him with blindness first on one eye, and then on the other, 
while he clung with truly heroic doggedness to his task a t  that distant 
desert site. What anxieties and efforts i t  c o ~ t  me to have the poor 
sufferer first taken to Yarkand, where the Rev. Mr. Raquette of the 
Bwedish Medical RZis~ion diagnosed the incurable disease, and thence 
convoyed, with all possi1)le care for his oo~nfort and safety, to Inclia, 
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may well be imagined. On my return to India I did my utmost to 
urge the claim8 of this faithful companion to special consideration, and 
some months after I had the relief to know that the Government of 
India had generously provided for hi8 and his family's needs by the 
grant of a special pension on an adequate scale. 

Before the end of Ju ly  my energetic surveyor, La1 Singh, rejoined 
me. After carrying his plane-table survey along the Tien-shan to 
Kashgar, he had succeeded in mapping the last portion of terra incognita 
on the northern  lopes of the Kun-lun west of Khotan. On August 1 
I was able a t  last to despatch my heavy convoy of antiques, photo- 
graphic plates, etc., making up fifty camel-loads, safely to the foot of 
the Kara-koram passes, where i t  was to await me, and to start myself 
with La1 Singh on my long-planned expedition to the sources of the 
Yurung-kash river. It meant farewell to my old Khotan friends, and, 
alas ! also to my devoted secretary and helpmate, Chiang-ss~-yieh. It was 
a sad parting, though I had the comfort of having, through my friend 
Mr. Macartney's kindness, obtained for him the amply deserved appoint- 
mont as Chinese Mnnshi a t  the British Consulate in Kashgar. The 
Government of India have since marked their appreciation of his excellent 
services by the award of a valuable gold watch. 

My previous explorations in the Karanghu-tagh region had convinced 
me that the Ynrung-kash headwaters were quite inaccessible through 
the narrow and deep gorges in which the river has cut its way west- 
wards. So a fresh effort was now to be made from the east, where that 
wholly unexplorecl mountain region adjoins the extreme north-west of 
the high Tibetan tableland. Climate and ground were sure to offer great 
obstacles in that inhospitable region. So I had been obliged to bestow 
muoh care and trouble on preparations about transport and supplies for 
this concluding expedition. But for these our undertaking could never 
have lbroved the complete success which it did in the end. 

The difficulties began early when we made our way through the 
terribly confined gorges above Polur to the northernmost high plateau 
(circ. 15,000 feet above the sea) adjoining the outer main Kiln-lun 
range. There we had the good fortune to fall in with a small party of 
yak-hunters from Keriya, one of whom, Pasa, a wily but experienced 
fellow, coulcl after much trouble be prevailed upon to show us e traok 
to the uppermost Yurung-kash gorge Leaving behind a depat of all 
supl'lies for men and I-masts not irnr~~ediately needed, we reached, under 
his guidance, first the deep-cut valley of Zailik, of which a11 knowledge 
had previously 1,een clenied by the reticent hillmen of Polur. Thore 
we found extensive gold-pits clug into the precipitous cliffs of' con- 
glomerate just above the gneiss of the stream-Imd, and evidently worked 
since long ages. I n  the old days, when the digging was carried on 
by forced labour, this terribly rugged gorge, with its inolement 
climate, must have seen more human lniaery then one cared to think of. 
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Everywhere we noticed old pits with their mouths roughly walled up, 
the only available places where to bury the victims. 

Forbidding as this valley of Zailik ie, i ts discovery proved to us of 
great value. I n  spite of the very steep ridges confining it, we managed 
to ascend from it a series of high spurs coming straight down from the 
main Kiln-lun range northward, and by establishing survey stations 
close under its crest-line (here showing an average height of 20,000 
feet) to map with theodolite, plane-table, and photographic panoramas, 
the greater portion of the inexpressibly grand and wild mountain system 
containing the headwaters of the Yurung-kash. On the south, for a 
distance of over 60 miles, we could see them flanked by a magnificent 
range of snowy peaks, rising to over 23,000 feet, and all clad with 
glaciers more extensive than any I had so far seen in the Eun-lun. 
Now a t  last I could form a true idea of the unfailing stores of ice 
which supply the Khotan river with its enormous summer flood, and 
enable i t  then for a few months to carry its waters victoriously right 
through the thirsty desert. 

The Zailik mines, accessible only during a few summer months, are 
now almost deserted. Yet we managed among the small groups of 
miners, practically all bond-slaves, still toiling in this gloomy gorge, 
to secure those eight to nine carriers without which i t  would hare been 
quite impossible to transport our indispensable baggage and instru- 
ments over the very difficult ground before us. By crossing a succes- 
sion of side spurs over passes 17,000 to 18,000 feet high and subse- 
quently ascending the extremely confined gorge of the main river, we 
penetrated after eight trying marches to the great glacier-bound basin, 
oirc. 16,000 feet above the eea, where the easternmost and largest 
branch of the river  take^ its rise (Fig. 18). The track we followod 
was that of wild yaks, and in places impracticable even for our hardy 
donkeys, unless unladen. The crossing of the glacier-fed side streams 
proved often dangerous, though the summer had now nearly passed from 
this elevated region. Compensation for all these di5culties oflered in 
the excellent susvey stations to which we could climb en ro16te at  heights 
from 18,000 to 19,000 feet. The formation of these rugged moilntrtins 
and valleys presented abundant geographical and geological interest, 
and with a view to the latter, I did my best to secure geological 
specimens and rocorde throughout this oxpedition. 

After thus tracing the great river to its ice-bound head, we turned 
east to high l ~ 1 t  far easier ground near the Ulugh-kol lake, where our 
dopat of spare transport and supplies awaited us. There remained now 
the task of following the great snowy range which Banks the Yurnng- 
kash heedwatertl on the ~outh-east and south, along its southern slope6 
westwards until we roached the uppermost valley of the Rara-kash 
river. For this purpose we had first to march by the I'olur-Lanak-la 
route to tho elevated baein (circ. 17,000 feet above sea) where the 
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Reriya river rises a t  the foot of a line of great glaciers. The range 
from which these descend proved identiml with the easternmost part 
of the ice-clad range confining the Yurung-kash sources. Our passage 
up to the Reriya river headwaters, and for days after, was greatly 
impeded by very trying weather. Frequent snowstorms swept across 
the high plateaus and valleys, and the slusl~ they deposited, slight as 
it was each time, soon converted the gentle slopes of detritus into 
veritable bogs, very difficult to cross for animals already suffering from 
the effects of great altitude, exposure, and an almost total absence of 
grazing. 

I was heartily glad when a t  last we left behind the watershed of the 
Keriya river, and could commence our exploration of the ground 
westwards which in our atlases generally figures as a high plain with 
the name of Aksai-chin, but which the latest transfrontier map of the 
survey of India rightly showed as a blank. Instead of a plain we 
found there high snow-covered spurs with broad valleys between them 
descending from the great range which flanks the Yi~rung-kash sources. 
A series of large lakes and marshes mainly dry extends along the foot 
of those spurs, a t  an elevation of 15,000 to 16,000 feet; but the dreams 
brought down by the valleys rarely reach them, losing themselves 
instead on vast alluvial fans of detritus. Depressions connecting those 
lakes, a,nd running from east t u  west, greatly facilitated our progress. 
But their increasing barrenness told heavily on our ponies and donkeys, 
of which, in spite of all care, nearly one-third succumbed in the end. 
Vegetation, such as i t  is on t.he8e Tibetan uplands, disappeared almost 
completely after one march from the first lake, and soon fresh water, 
too, ceased to be obtainableexcept by digging in dry watercourses. Icy 
gales pursued us for most of the time, and made the bitterly cold nights 
doubly trying both for the men, who had difficulty in collecting enough 
fuel, and for our poor animals, which had neither shelter nor grazing. 

But the most dismal ground was still before us when, after a week 
of long marches from where we had left the Polur-Lanak-la route, we 
reeohed a large salt lake whioh an Indian Survey party appears to 
have sighted more than forty years ago, but whioh has now been 
reduced to  the state of a salt-marsh for the most part dry. Marching 
round i t  to the north-west, we entered a series of basins absolutely 
sterile, and showing in their centre a succession of salt-encrusted dry 
lagoons. Death-like torpor lay over the whole region ; no living creature 
could be sighted nor even the track of one. There, to my grief, I lost 
my hardy Badakhehi pony, which had carried me ever since I entered 
Turkestan, except when I worked in the desert, and had never ehown 
signs of distress, even when crossing the 'l'aklamakan on the scant.iest 
allowance of water. It was a great relief when, after t.hree depressing 
marches, we struck tracea of the old route, forgotten sinoe more 
than forty yeere, by which Haji Habibulleh, ohief' of 1Chot.n a t  the 
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commenoement of the last Muhammadan rebellion, tried to open up direot 
communication with Ladak and India, and over which Mr. Johnson, 
in 1865, had been taken on his adventurous visit to that ill-fated ruler. 
The survival almost intact of the cairns, the stacks of Burtse roots to 
be used as fuel, and of other relics left behind by thoee who followed 
this route during the few years it was open, was a characteristic proof 
of the dryness of the climate even on this high elevation. We had 
used up the last of our fodder store when, guided by those marks and 
crossing several side spurs from the main range, we emerged a t  last, 
on the evening of September 18, in the valley of an eastern feeder of 
the Kara-bash. Descending this, I was joined two days later by a 
party of Kirghiz with yaks from Shahidulla, whom I had ordered 
from Khotan to await my arrival here. 

The only task now remaining was to trace Haji Rabibullah's route 
up to the point where it crossed the main Kun-lun range towards 
Karanghu-tagh. A line of cairns running up a side valley showed 
where the pass would have to be looked for. But advancing masses 
of ice and snow had obliterated all trace of the old route a t  the head of 
the valley. As, however, it was important to fix our position accurately 
by linking it up with our former surveys from the north side of the 
main range, I ascended on September 22, with La1 Singh and some 
Iiirghiz, a ~ t e e p  glacier which seemed to offer the nearest approach to 
the watershed. The ascent, over miles of much-crevassed ice and nkve', 
deeply covered with fresh snow, taxed us severely, and it was late when 
a t  last we had gained the crest at  an elevation of about 20,000 feet. 
The fine view before us northward showed that we stood a t  the head 
of one of the great glaciers descending from the main range towards 
the Nissa valley explored in 1906. Mapping and photographic work 
delayed our descent in spite of a temperature of 16' below freezing- 
point at  4 p.m. with the sun shining. No halt was possible en routs 
froin fear of getting altogether benighted, and when late in the evening 
camp was reached, I found that the toes of my feet had been severely 
injured by frost-bite. This was bad luck, indeed, but I was glad a11 the 
same to know that our exploratory tasks had been carried through to 
their end. 

Realizing the serious results of this accident and the urgency of 
surgical help, I had myself carried down the Kara-kash valley as well 
as I could. There, a t  Portash, I had the satisfaction of seeing my 
heavy caravan of antiques safely arrived across the Sanju pase. I 
loft this valuahle convoy in charge of Rai La1 Singh, who had all 
through displayed zeal, energy and utter indifference to hardships 
such as I had never seen equalled by any Indian. I am glad his 
merits have since received duo recognition by the award of the title of 
Hai Bahadnr on the part of the Indian Government. 1 myself moved 
~ h s a d  towsrds Leh es rapidly as the conditions of the difficult 
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Karakoram route, leading over passes of more than 18,000 feet and the 
troublesome Sasser glacier, would permit. Without the timely help sent 
up by Captain D. G. Oliver, the British Joint Commissioner in Ladak, 
I could never have got myself carried across in my improvised litter. 
After nine long marches I arrived a t  the first Ladak village, where the 
Rev. S. Schmitt, in charge of the hospital of the Moravian Mistion a t  
Leh, kindly met me. Four days later I reached Leh, where he could 
perform the operation necessary on my right foot, all the toes of which 
had to be amputated, and where his kindness and that of his fellow- 
missionaries provided me with much-needed comforts. But nearly 
three weeks passed before I was considered strong enough to face the 
fatigues of the fortnight's continuous travel down to Kashmir, where 
another long halt was imposed by the medical advice of my old 
mountaineering friend, Dr. Neve ; but this was made quite pleasant 
and refreshing by the kind hospitality and attention I enjoyed on the 
part of the Assistant Residents, Captains Oliver and Macpherson. At 
last, a t  the commencement of December, I could begin my first attempt a t  
walking, and start on my way down to India. Urgent work of all sorts 
and s visit to Calcutta, where his Excellency the Viceroy, Lord Minto, 
gave fresh proof of the kind personal interest with which Le had 
followed my travels throughout, and of his kind thought for my Indian 
essistants, detained me until the close of the year. Thus it was not 
until the close of January last that I could reach England, where all 
my cases with antiques, close on a hundred in number, had just then 
safely arrived. 

The return from a long journey like mine cannot mean rest, but 
only 8 prelude to labours in some respects more arduous and important 
than the work in the field. 

The results achieved by my expedition would for the greatest and 
most valuable part he thrown away, if all the exact observations bear- 
ing on the physical conditions, past and present, of the wide regions 
traversed ; on the ruins unearthed and surveyed; on the antiquities 
and manuscript remains which have been brought to light by the 
thousands-were not to he carefully recorded by myself, and made thus 
available for further researches. To give some idea of the extent of 
these t,asks, I may mention that our topographical surveys, which aro 
a t  present being prepared for publication by the Trigonometrical 
Survey Office, will, on the scale of 4 miles to 1 inch, fill olose on 100 
map sheets of the standard ~ i z e ,  every one needing careful revision in 
proofs; and that the mere unpacliing and first arrangement of the 
thousends of archsolngical objects, a task on which I am now ongagetl, 
will, with such assistance an ia available, prolmbly not be completed 
before August. The decipherment of the luanuscripts and individ~ial 
documents, probably close on 8000 in numI)er, and in about twclve 
different scripts and languagee, will olaim the attention of quite a 
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ataff of Oriental experts, and their labours cannot bo started in full 
earnest until all facts bearing on the origin, date, etc., of the finds, 
as observed by me on the spot, have been thoroughly sifted and published. 
So, with all these tasks and responsibilities before me, I can a t  present 
cherish no more eager wish than that my efforts to secure adequate 
leisure may be successful, and that I may thus be able to do to the end 
what I feel is my duty to science. 

The PRE~IDENT (before the paper) : Tt is just about six years since Dr. Stein 
last visited us in order to describe his first journey in Chinese Turkestan, n journey 
which proved him to be an explorer of the very first ranlr. IVith such n record as 
his, very few words arc needed to iutroduce him to this meeting. Dr, Stein, a 
EIungnrian by birth, was very early iu his career attracted to this country, on 
account of the facilities for linguistic study. He  came here and worked for thrce 
years on Easterr, languages. A t  the end of that time lie went to India aiid joined 
the Punjab University, where he worked, if I remember rightly, for about eleven 
years. Then he was appointed to the Imperial Educational Service, and became 
a naturalized Englishman. After one year in that  department, he was sent on his 
firbt journey, the one I have already alluded to. But  before he went on tha t  journey 
he had en~ployed his leisure time in India in working hard at l~istorical, geographical 
and archsological problems, and he produced a great dcal of work, which was in 
itself of great value. He was, in fact, preparing himself in the best possible way for 
the work in connection with these two great explorations. I t  is not m y  iutention 
to take up your time, but  I did wish to say these few words, so that  every one should 
know that  in listening to Dr. Stein we are listening to one who speaks with grcnter 
authority on the historical, geographical, and arcli~ological problems of tlle regions 
he visited than any other living man. 

Thc followirlg discuvsiou took place :- 
Mr. MACARTNEY: AS one who has had the good fortune to spend many years iu 

Chincse Turkestan, 1 an1 sl~ecially pleased to hear the allusions made by Dr. Stcin 
to the courtesy shown hinl by the Chinese officials in that country, many of whom 
are m y  personal friends. If Dr. Stein's travels have been rewarded with such 
marvellous success, I venture to think that some thanks are due to the local Chineao 
nuthorities for the ever-ready assistance they rendered him both in llis survey work 
in the nloilntains and in his excavations in the desert. Perhaps the following 
instance of Chinese courtesy inay be of interest. In thc nbscnce of banking facilities 
in Eastcrn Turkestan, onc of the difficulties which beset lravellers in those regious 
is naturally connected with the carriage of funds. As we all know, thc molloy of 
the country is Chinese silver, and silver in large quantities is extremely heavy, 
besides being a temptation to robbers. Now, although Dr. Stcin had made, iu a 
manner, I<ashgar his starting-place, yet his travels extended a t  lcnst to sonic 1600 
lnilcs east of that ccntre; nnd his journey lasted for pretty well two years. Tllc 
qi~txt~ion of filnds was therefore R mofit important and tlitlicult onc for him. 
110th the Taotai of Kaqhgnr and the Taotai of Aksii c a m  to his assistance by the 
is~l lc  of orders to their subordinates, not only t,o hell) him generally, but also to 
allow him to draw funds a t  thr  local yamPns, against repayment by ~ n y ~ e l f  a t  
IZasllgnr; and nrco~tlingly Dr. Stein was able to obtain money a t  I(hota11, TCerin, 
I<nmshahr, ant1 a t  soirrc otlicr places. No doubt, n financial operation of this kind 
could have heen carried out vcry easily in a highly dcvclopcd country ; but I know, 
8s n ~nnt ter  of fact, that in this particular instance, which entailed the adjustment of 
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accounts bltween treasuries normally having no inter-relation, considerable incon- 
venience was caused to the authorities. There is another instance of Chi~lese 
courtesy, ill a small matter, it is true, which I should like to mention. Dr. Stein 
has given us an account of his journey through the desert from Shahyar to the 
Keria river. Perhaps he does not know that in the course of this journey, his 
caravan dropped a camp chair of his. Well, the Chioeee amban a t  Shahyar 
not only recovered it, but also sent it through the post to me a t  Kashgar, for 
transmission to Dr. Stein. 

Dr. STEIN : It is at Oxford at present. 
Mr. MACARTNEY: On the other hand, if Dr. Stein has been so successf~~l in 

obtaining the assistance of the Chinese, the reason for i t  is largely attributable to 
the consummate tact and savoir-faire which he displayed in his dealings with 
those whose assistance he claimed. When he left I<ashgar a t  the end of his first 
expedition in 1901, he left tehind him, perhaps unknowli to himself, amongst 
the Chinese, a great reputation as a scholar-as one profoundly verscd in Chinese 
Buddhism, and having a special ioterest in tracing the itinernry of one of its eatly 
propagators-Hsuan-tsang, whom he so often mentions in his lecture as his 
"patron saint." Now, if there is a character that appeals to the Chinese more 
than another, i t  is that of a quiet, unostentatious aod cultured scholar. In  
that character, the Chinese a t  once recognized Dr. Stein, and they honoured him 
accordingly. 

Dr. L. D. BARNETT : I feel i t  a greet honour to be allowed to say a few words 
to-night as a personal tribute of appreciation to Dr. Stein. Like Odjbscus, Dr. Stein 
has travelled wisely and well, and has seen the cities 01' many men, and learned their 
thoughts, and like Odysseus, he has also gone below the face of the Earth and 
que~t~ioned the mighty dead. Now I ventnre to think that this last achievement of 
Dr. S tdn  is one which appeals most strongly to the imagination. Aa a geographicnl 
explorer, he has contributed to science as much as any man in the present generation ; 
as a Sanskritist and Oriental antiquarian, he is surpassed by none of the erudite 
gentlemen who are the pride of our Western academies. In  all these and in several 
other departments he has contributed enough work for the lifetime of any ordinary 
man. But the most extraordinary and fascinating achievement of our many-sided 
Odysseus has been the combination of antiquarian learning and practical insight, a 
combination constituting genius, by which he has been enabled to bring to light a 
vast realm of buried and forgotten history. No exploit of equal magnitude, I think, 
has been made since Sir Henry Layard laid bare the ruins of Nineveh. I well 
remember the meeting of this Society on June 16, 1902, when Dr. Stein told 11s how 
it was that the call first came to him to v i ~ i t  Khotan. There were a few fragments 
of Buddhist mannscripte, a few mysterious block-prints and scrawls, which his own 
subsequent experience proved to be forgeries, and these were all the uarcl~a~olngic:~l 
proceetls" that indicated Turkestan a# n likely field for hi8 cxplor;~tions. Snch n 
h i t  would have allured no ordinary man, hut Dr. Stein, not being an ol-dinary man, 
went there, and returned with twelve cases full of treasure. Now he h ~ s  been here 
sgaiu, and has come back with nearly a hundred boxes. Thanks to Dr. Stein iri tlia 
first instance, and to the learned explorcrrj who have followetl in his track, we arc now 
able to form some idea of the rich culture and eventful Itidtory or Turkedtnn in the f i r ~ t  
ten centuries of our era. Here was a wealthy kingdom with an Indian dn~in is t~ra-  
tion, carried on in an Indian language, a kingdom with an established Church which 
brought into its aervice the exquisite Hellenistic art to which ancient I n d i ~  owed 
the noblest of its monuments. Here, too, we see this Indo-Greek art grstluslly 
becoming modified, until we can almost trace the steps by which ~t  as assimilntetl 
on thc one hnnd into tllr classical art of Cl~iba, and on the orher hand pasec.! away 
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into t.l~e exquisite inspiration of ancient Persia. Equally striking are the documente 
of another kind. In  Turkestan have been found abundant remains, both in litera- 
ture and art, of the great Manichean Church, which by the fascinating power of its 
theology and the strength of its communal organization was able for centuries to 
wage a deadly war with Christianity. Very important, also, are the remains of 
Sanskrit works now lost, and likewise all the great masses of Tibetan and Chinese 
documents which reflect the political relations between the two powers. On all 
these subjects a surprising light has been shed by Dr. Stein, and great as is our 
gratitude for this light, it is to a large extent a lively expectation for more to come. 
Now wc see Turkestan no longer as a blank in the vista of history, but as a great 
centre of military and religious force, which have thence radiated in every direction. 
Here passed the Mongol and the Turk, the Hindu and the Greek, the Chinaman 
and the Persian, the Buddhist and Manichsan, each playing their part in the great 
drama of world-history; and in the rich stores of documents of this culture which 
the desert has preserved we may hope to find answers to many of the deepest 
problems, which have hitherto faced the historical student. And as we proceed 
along this path of knowledge, we shall know with increasing clearness our debt to 
this scholar who first opened up that road. 

After some remarks from Sir H. HOWARTH, 
The P R E ~ ~ D E N T  : I think the time has arrived to bring this meeting to a close. 

No doubt the lecture we have heard to-nigh t does not represent one-hundredth part 
of the information which will be published when Dr. Stein has been able to work 
out all his results. I t  is only an explorer who has taken the immense trouble 
he has to prepare himself for a journey who can bring back such a mass of informa- 
tion. I should lilre to mention one little incident. I happened to be sitting between 
Dr. Stein and Dr. Hedin at  a dinner, when Dr. Stein handed me a little tape- 
measure he had picked up north of Lop-nor. I t  had been lying there for six years 
in that desert land uninjured and unmolested, and Dr. Stein asked me to return 
i t  to its proper owner, Dr. Hedin, who was sitting on the other side. Dr. Hedin has 
kindly presented it to our Society, and we thus possess a pleasant menlorial of these 
two great travellers, tvhich illustrates both the extraordinary character of that 
climate, and also how solitary that desolate land is. The mention of the names 
of these two great explorers tempts me to make comparison, but I am glad to say 
thnt 1 am also reminded that comparisons are odious. Without incurring that 
epithet, I may remind you, perhaps, that Dr. Sven Hedin in this room spoke of hi6 
own explorations as being pioneer work, a description we can only accept that if by 
pioneer work is meant that his dominant ambition was to enter lands which had 
never before been traversed. With regard to Dr. Stein, the dominant idea was 
sonlewhat different. According to the terms with the Indian Government, he h d  
to look mainly to archaological work nnd detailed topographical work, and this 
necessitated taking with him a considerable number of assistants wherever he went, 
making thc passage of desert places very difficult. He did in certain instanceR 
travel with smnll numbers, but most of his expeditions necessitated considerable 
carnvhns. I think that his idea always has been that he shollld do the work he had 
to (lo nu well as it was possible to do it a t  the time, and, if practicable, to leave 
nothing nndonc. That sllould be the ideal in the future for every explorer, because 
we mnst recognize the fact, tlmt pioneer work is becoming less and less necessary, 
and there are fewer and fewer blank places on which maps remain to be filled. The 
explorer who wishes to make a na~ile for himself in the future cannot do better than 
st1ldy Dr. Stein's methods. No man uhould think i t  is waste of time to spend years 
and years preparing himself for his work, and all explorers should talre with them 
trainotl surveyors, as Dr. Stein did to help in tbe wo1.k. I should like him, from us, 
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to sent1 a message to those Tndian surveyors, to tell them how greatly we appreciate 
their work. I should also like to place on record how wise and how wide-minded 
we think it is of the Indian Government to have subsidized an expedition of this 
sort, and also heartily to congratulate the British Museum for the great assistance 
that they nre giving and have given to the exploration. Naturally, Dr. Stein him- 
self is the central figure in this drama, and i t  is to him that we wish to give our 
heartiest congratulations nnd our warmest thanks. There may be some other 
opportunity of placing more definitely on record our appreciation of the work done, 
but I am sure I may to-night,, in the name of every one here present, express our 
thanks to him for giving us one of the most interesting lectures we have ever 
listened to in this hall. 

Dr. STEIN : I have been trespassing too largely upon your patience. A t  present 
I shall only ask for a minute to express my heartfelt thanks for the friendly 
interest with which you have listened to me, and-the exceedingly kind remarks 
which Mr. Macartney, Dr. Barnett, and Sir Henry Howsrth have made in regard 
to the results of my work. Naturally, after the appreciation which you have 
exlxessed, my hope of being able to finish my work properly has been raised, and 
for t h i ~ ,  as well 3s for all the encouragement which I have received, I wish to be 
allowed to express here my deep sense of gratitude. 

The following communications were received :- 
Lord CURZON OF KEDLEBTON : " I wish indeed that I could be present at  the 

reading of Dr. Stcin's paper this evening. Conditions of health alone prevent me 
from having that enjoyment. My interest in his explorations and discoveries is 
very great and natural, for I had the good fortune, when in India, to sanction his 
first journey, and to make the preliminary arrangements for the second, the brilliant 
rccord of which you will hear to-night. 

" IIis paper will have shown you how speedily the archaeologist and the scholar 
-for as such I shall perhaps not offend Dr. Stein by describing him--can acquire 
the aptitudes of the geographer and the skill of the descriptive writer; and his 
works will long remain models of the best type of scientific narrative. 

"His remarkable journey suggests several reflections, to which I will briefly 
allutle. 

" H ~ R  discovery of a new and advanced section of the great system of frontier 
defences with which the Chinese Empire guarded its Western marches aga in~t  the 
nomadic  horde^ of the desert, as long ago ax the beginning of the Christian era, is 
one or extraordinary interest. History preserves faint records of many of these 
mml)arts erected by successive conquerors of different races in various parts of 
Central Asia; hut nowhere did they attain the elevation, the solidity, or the military 
perfection of the walls erected by the Chinese. They are only comparable in height, 
though they werc greatly superior in ltlngth, to the limites of the earlier Roman 
Empire. 

uf3econdly, the history of arcbsologic~l discovery contains hardly anything 
more drnmatic or moro fruitfril than the record of Dr. Stein's long chaffering with 
the Taoist pried in tbe caves of Tun-huang, the proceeds of which, I understand, 
are now in London, and will furnish yet another illustration of those cnrioufi 
meeting-points or the East and West with which Central Asia abounds. 

"1 should like, indeed, to call attention to the unique advantage of that 
mysterions region as a scene for the ciiltured explorer of modern times. No climate 
in the world is so favoumble for the preservalinn of the relics of the past-where 
no min  fall^, where no irrigation exists, where lakes form only to dry 11p and 
d iaappr ,  where the footfall of a man has ceaeed to resound for centuries, where 
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his last footprints, years and years ago, can still be traced in the sand, where no 
destructive agency but the wind exists, and where the wind preserves almost as 
much by its dryness as i t  destroys by its erosion. Can we conceive a locality better 
adapted by nature for antiquarian plirposes? 

l L  The unbrolren silence and the untrodden desolation of these regions have 
another effect. Centuries shrivel up like a scroll, and travellers who are separated 
by hundreds of years-Hsuan-tsang, Marco Polo, the Russian explorers, Dr. Hedin, 
and Dr. Stein-seem to be marching in close file, one behind the other, instead of 
being sometimes separated by centuries. Indeed, in some places a greater physical 
change is caused by local conditioris in a few ycars than is elsewhere produced by 
thousands. Note, too, from Dr. Stein's observations, how in some parts the tide is 
at length beginning to roll back, and cultivation for the first time for centuries is 
beginning to gain at  the expense of the desert. 

"Further, this vast expan?e, which the courage and genius of our modern 
exl~lorers is gradually filling on the map, is the meeting-ground not only of 
individual pioneers, bul of ages and races. Thc Greeks, thc Indo-Scytliians, the 
Indians, the Hi~ns, the Tibetans, the Chinese, all converge at this historical 
rendezvous, and the sand overlays the records of their marches and meetings with 
its kindly and protective mantle. 

"Dr. Stein could not have accomplished this great journey without many 
dvantuges. The experience of his previous journey was invaluable to him; 
ftiendly governments sped him on his way ; he was fortunate in his native servants, 
and in that admirable body of Indian surveyors, whose endurance and fortitude no 
monument could adequately commemorate. But he would havc achieved little of 
what he did had i t  not been Tor his own indefatigable ardour, his high courage, his 
traincd abilities, and his indomitable spirit. We read with unfeigned sorrow of his 
hardships and hi; sufferings. But even though he left some of his toea behind him, 
he has brought back a reputation greatly enhanced, and, in the cases which he is 
now unpacking in London, a treasure-store for our museums, which will, I am sure, 
compensate him for all that he has gone through, and convince even his iiiveterate 
moclesty t.liat he bas added materially to the knowledge of mankind." 

Colonel Sir HENRY TROTTER : " I regret extremely that I an1 prevented by illness 
froin assisting at the delivery of Dr. Stein's lecture. I have had the advantage 
of reading it, and coming as it docs so soon after Dr. Sven Hedin's most enthralling 
description of his three years' explorationb: in Trans-Himalaya, I think our Society 
is to be ~ongrat~ulated at  having, within the short space of a fcw weeks, heard 
the nccount~ of their journeys by two of the forenlost explorers of our time. I had 
thc privilege, at  the meeting nt the Queen's Hall, of seconding the vote of thanks 
to Dr. Sven Hedin-a labour of love, I fear very inadequately performed-and 
nothing woultl have given me more pleasurc than to have had a similar taslr asgigncd 
t80 mc this everling in the case of Dr. Stein. 

" Both explorers hnve shown the same admirable qualifications, both of body and 
mind, which hnve paved their way to success-a most invincible and untiring energy 
:1nc1 dct~rminnt~ion to go on, looking at  apparently insnperable difficulties ahead only 
RR ohstfaclcv to be surmountcd ; they buth possessed bodies seelniugly inipervious 
to cold, I~cat,, and fa~igne, and niinds stored with all sorts of knowledge enabling 
t.lron1 to real) n rich hrti.vcst wherever they went; and, above all, both appear to 
Iomess that, n~ag~letic symprttl~etis feeling which seems to have attracted all with 
whom thry cnme in contact, lending them to grc:rt diplomatic triumphs. 

" In the cnfle of 1)r. Stcin, (,hi8 magnetic influence seelnH to hnve fallell on two 
~ I I C C ~ R S ~ V P  Cfover~~or~-C*~n~ral of India, tho British Museum trustees (by no means 
8n easily influenced body), the R.G.S. and its ollicials, tho Ilidian Survcy Department 
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-all of whom helped Dr. Stein in his start;  and when once off, he seems to have 
obtai~wd the most devoted and laithful service from his native assistants, the two 
Ram Singlrs, h's Chinese secretary, his camel-man, muleteers, and servants; acld 
even his own patron saint, Hsuan-tcang, came mysteriously to his aid in his very 
difficult negotiations with the Taoshi of the Hall of the Thousand Buddhas, which 
ended in the acqnisition of archwological and historical treasures of untold value. 

" I think that Dr. Stein's hearers this evening will feel that magnetic spell, and if 
time permits him to describe to you how towards the close of his work his faithful 
assistant, Nnik Ram Singh, lost the sight of both eyes, and Dr. Stein himself, 
after ascending to a height of 20,000 feet under circumstances of the greatest 
difficulty, fell a victim to his own zeal, losing all the toes of one foot from frost-bite, 
the nndience will feel as I have felt-a deep personal sense of loss, only partially com- 
pensated for by the invaluable results brought back in the shape of geographical, 
archwologicnl, and other scientific results uhich will probably take many years 
before they are thoroughly worked out." 

Colonel Sir T. H. Holdich : "I should be grateful to you if you would express to 
Dr. Stein the great disappointnlent which I feel at  not being able to attend his 
lecture. Please offer him my warmest congratulations on the marvellous results of 
his two years' research. Looking back over tbe last few years' record of papers read 
before the Society, papers dealing with farthest north and farthest south, with 
Equatorial Africa and with highest Asia, I can recall nothing to rival the paper read 
to-night in the depth of its human interest. I feel certain tbat the geographical 
results of so wide a field of exploration will ever rank with the very best records 
of Indian geographical surveys, and it is with the greatest pleasure that I read Dr. - 
Stein's generous recognition of the services of his native staff. But it is easy to see 
that the spirit which animated them was his own. He has the faculty of imparting 
his own indomitable energy and enthusiasm iuto those who follow his lead. His 
Asiatic colleasurs, Inclian and Chinese, did their duty nobly and bravely, but 1 
venture to think that whenever the call to face difficulties and hardships in the 
cause of ecientific research comes from a determined, yet wholly sympathetic, leader 
like Stein, there will never be lack of response." 

Dr. SVEN HEDIN : I L  I have read Dr. Stein's paper with the greatest interest, and 
although it wns impossible for me to be present at the lecture itself, I cannot help 
writing a few words expres.-ing my sincere and deep admiration for the splendid 
work Dr. Stein has carried out on his second expedition in Central Asia, aR well as 
on his first. The magnificent treasure of old records and documents he has brought 
home will fornl n moet important addition to his first collection, and he nnd hiu col- 
laborators will be able to spread new light over the ancient hietory of those inlmens~ 
ccuntries where now nothing but deserts and moving sands prevail. We are in a 
moet inkre~ting and unexpected era of Central Asian exploration. The epoch of geo- 
gmphical discovcric,s is altnost gone, although a lot of detailed work is still left to be 
done. The time of archmnlogical investigation has set in. I t  began yearn ago with 
'  bower'^ manuscript,' Petrovsk y ' ~ ,  Macartney's, and Del~treuil de Jlhins' collectionfl, 
and with my discovery of Dcndan-uilic, and Kara-dung, those  and-buried citiee 
in Takln-makan which later on were visited and examined so caref~llly by 1)r. 
Strin. The archsologica 1 investigation has now taken a great step forwards. 
Froln several different countries, England, Germany, France, Russia, America, 
expeditions have been sent out, b r~ t  one can hardly talk of any competition-tl~e 
deserte are big enough for as many parties as Europe, India, and America can 
afford to send out, and for some more still. From what we already know wo have 
every right to draw the conclusion that there must etill rest under the moving 
sands whole civilizatiope of different ages and races. The records now brongllt 
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home by Stein, Griinwedel, Lecocq, and the rest are so overwhelming as to keep 
a whole staff of experts busy for years to come, and in Paris I heard from SBnart 
and Chavanne that they could hardly see any end of the work before them. A 
quite new science, or anyhow a new branch of ancient history, is in this way 
steadily growing up from the deserts of Central Asia, and I congl-atulate my frieud 
Stein most heartily on the splendid and glorious place he has conquered for himself 
in this fascinating branch of science. 

When in the beginning of 1906 I travelled down the Keryadarga to its end, 
and thence through the desert to Shah-yar, I did not regard this journey as any 

great risk, as the river and its underglound continuation showed me 
the road. I t  was a much more, incomparably more, dangerous task Dr. Stein faced 
when he went the same way-in the opposite direction. Everybody will easily 
understand this from a single glance at the map. Wherever I went, keeping fairly 
straight north, I could not help reaching the Tarim river sooner or later, whereas 
Stein, coming from the north, had only one single point to keep on, namely, the 
point where Kerya-darya dies away in the sand. Everybody who has travelled 
in the Takla-nlakan will understand what i t  would have meant for Skin  if he had 
not reached tbis very poiot-he would very likely have lost both his own and his 
followers' lives in the killing desert, situated to the east and west of the Icerya- 
darya. As nothing else existed from this part of Asia except my map, 1 should 
have had a terrible responsibility for his fate if he had not found the inland or 
desert delta of the river. So nobody can be more glad than I that this most 
dangerous journey of Stein's went off in such a happy way. The fact that tlle 
delta had changed its place some miles is only a new proof of the instability of 
the rivers in tlle desert-a phenomenon that both Stein and I have studied 
and described on so many different occcasions. 

"I  am very glad, a l s ~ ,  to hrar from Dr. Stein's paper that he was able to find 
the old site of Lou-lan from my map. I t  is by no means easy to find the place. 
Everything is grey and yellow; the 'yardangs' are very like ruins, and the 
ruins like yardangs ; old dry trees look like parts of houses, ~ n d  vice vers2, and one 
can be quite near the place without seeing it. I, or rather one of nly Ruesian 
cossacks, d~scovered the ruins only by chance, but one year later I visited i t  again, 
coming from the north, and of course following my own map. I t  was more difficult 
to find tbe place from the south as Stein did. I am not an archeologist, so I cannot 
take part in n discussion as to whether this place is Lou-lan or not. I have called 
i t  Lou-lan from a communication by Karl Hinlly in Wiesbaden, who undertook to 
work out nnd publish my records, almost all of them Chinese. Dr. Stein says in 
his papir that these ruins were not Lou-lan, this place being situated further south. 
After the death of Iiarl Himly, my collectiou had a rather long time of rest, until 
Prof. Conrady of Leipeig continued Himly's work, and is atill busy with it. I asked 
Prof. Conrady the other day about Lou-leu, and he positively says that the site in 
qucst:on i s  Lou-1011 and nothing else, and that there are absolutely sure proofs of 
the fact in the collection of n~nnuscril~ts I brought home. But, as I said beforc, 
the discussion about t,he real situation of Lou-lan is a matter w l~ ic ]~  I leave, without 
thc slighlest jcalonsy, to the experts. 

" I t  i s  of very great interest to lealu from Dr. Stein that tllose new lakes I found 
in tho Lop dcaert llsd rtl~nost disapl)earccl :tt the time of his visit. Does that nleall 
that, t l ~ c  lakes are in a period of shifting, or that in general the volullle of water 
carried down by thc l'arim has boen tli~l~iuikliing during recent years? Dr. Stein's 
 naps and rneasn~.ements of the river will tell us about this question, and will give 
us all the nraterlrtl necessary for comparison and conclusions. 

"?'here are several other thingtl iu Dr. Stein's p a p r  which invite interesting 
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discussion, but 1 have no time now. This last journey has opened up magnificent 
prospectives, not only in the field of archaeology, but also in the field of physical 
geography-formation of deserts and dunes, wind-erosion, desiccation, the wanderings 
of rivers and lakes, etc.-and it is not difficult to understand how closely the 
physical phenomena of Cer~tral Asia are connected ~ i t h  the archaeology, the 
explanation and uoder~tanding of the possibilities of ancient culture, the causes 
of migrations of nations, the extinction of empires, the disappearance of roads and 
stations, etc. The one cannot be understood without the other. From n verbal 
communication of Dr. Stein, I am glad to hear that he quite agrees with my theory 
(vol. 2, 'Scientific Results') of the curious morphology of the Lop desert, and 
specially about the formation of ' yardangs ' by the action of the wind-erosion. A 
detailed dewription of any part of the Earth is always extremely valuable, not only 
for its own sake, but also because i t  affords the next explorer the possibility of 
cleciding in which direction the changes go, and this holds good specially for deserts 
like 'l'akla-makan and Lop, where the changes are so very rapid. No doubt 
Dr. Stein will later on give us many important conclusions to which he has 
come by comparing his own observations with mine, which he had no time to 
menti011 in his lecture. He will be able to tell us the change8 in the bed of Icerya- 
clarya, which Ire visited ten years alter me, and he will tell us a good many things 
about the desperate struggle between the water arJd the  and in the Lop desert." 
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